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Several biased estimators have been proposed as alternatives to
‘

the least squares estimator when multicollinearity is present in the

multiple linear regression model. *1'hough the ridge estimator and the

principal components estimator have been widely used for such problems,

it should be noted that their performances in terms of mean square

error are dependent upon the orientation of the unknown parameter

vector and the magnitude of 6*.

By defining the fractional principal components regression model as

2 = Z2 + s

~
= ZF'gF + g,

where gp = Fg and P' is a generalized inverse of a diagonal matrix P,

the resulting estimators of gp, based on various forms of P', are shown

to define the class of the fractional principal components estimators.

In the fractional principal components framework, several new

estimation techniques are developed. '1'he performances of the new

estimators are evaluated and compared with other ccnmonly used biased

estimators both theorettcally and by simulation studies.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The multiple linear regression (MLR) model, X = Kg + E is one of

the most popular methods for exploring linear relationships between a

response variable and a set of regressor variables. Among some of the

major goals of regression methodology, an important objective 1s to

estimate the unknown parameters from the model. Under the assumptions

of identically, independently distributed random errors, one of the

parameter estlmation techniques is the least squares (ls) method, which

provides the well-known best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE). Unfor-

tunately in many practical situations, the regressor variables are not

orthogonal and hence, in such cases, the statistlcal properties of the

LS estimator can be adversely affected. One of the harmful effects on

the IS estimator is that its expected norm is too large. When there

are near linear dependencies between the regressor variables, the prob-

lem of multicollinearity is said to exist.

confronted with multicolllnearity in the model, some alternative

estlmation techniques to the L5 method have been developed to remedy

the problems resulting from severe multicollinearity. Among the alter-

natives, the ridge and the principal components estimation methods are

prevalent. Because the concepts of these methods are based on

shrinking the norm of the IB estimator, they become biased estimators.

Therefore, the ridge and principal components estlmators provide

improvement over the LS estlmator in terms of mean square error (MSE).

This dissertation will be mainly concerned with the principal components
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estimation technique, which utilizes a reparameterized model based on

the singular value decomposition or the eigenvalue decomposition.

The developments in principal components regression methodology

have taken place for about 20 years. Massy (1965) suggested two dele-

tion criteria when the problem of multicollzlneartty is involved in the

MLR model. One of the criteria is the eigenvalue criterion which

involves deleting the principal components whose associated eigenvalues

are small. The other criterion is the t·value crlterion which lnvolves

deleting the principal components whose squared correlation coeffi-

cients with the response variable are negligible. However, these

traditional deletion criteria may result in the principal components

estimator actually having larger MSE than the IS estimator in some

situations. Indeed, it can be observed that the condition for which

the MSE of the PC estimator ts smaller than that of the IS estimator

depends upon the orientation of the unknown parameter and the value of

the error variance cz. Thus a new deletion criterion will be presented

in this study.

. Purthermore, since the two criteria are too strict in determining

which principal components are deleted from the model, Marquardt (1970)

proposed the generalized inverse estimation mthod. If there is a

question about retaining a particular principal component, say, the

(1!'+1)St component, Marquardt suggests that a fraction of the (r+1)st

principal component should be considered while some principal compo-

nents are retained and the others are deleted. Marquardt's method,

however, is not adequate when more than one component is in question.

'lhetefcte, principal components regression analysis can be gener-
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alized by considering the importance of each principal component in

reducing the ISE. That is, according to the contribution of the indi-

vidual principal component to the reduction of MSE, different weights

or fractions can be assigned to the principal components. Thus, the

class of the fractional principal components (1"PC) estimators can be

obtained. This class includes the ridge, the generalized ridge, the

PC, and some Stein-type estimators, and so on. In other words, most

biased estimators can be expressed in the form of the PPC estimator.

In the fractional principal components framework, the ridge est:uu•a—

tor will be studied and, interestingly, the situations where the ridge

estimator does not provide an improvement over the IS estimator in MSE,

will be found and demonstrated. In addition, utilizing the optimal

values of the fractions, several iterative estimators will be consi-

dered.

In Chapter 2 the ridge and the Stein-type shrinkage estimators are

explained, following by a review of the effects of multicollinearity on

the Is estimator. Chapter 3 deals with extensive principal components

analysis along with introducing a new deletion criterion. The new cri-

terion, termed the unbiased optimal criterion, is based on the orienta-

tion of the unknown parameter vector and the value of er'-. The fraction-

al principal components estimator is defined and discussed in Chapter L

and, furthezmore, the problem related to the ridge estimator will be

investigated. Chapter 5 is devoted to evaluatlng the biased estuuua-

tors, discussed in this dissertation, by simulation studies. The con-

clusions and some suggestions for further study are given in chapter 6.



CHAPTER TN0

EKILTICOLLINEARITY AND ALTERNATIVES TO LEAST SQUARES

Linear regression analysis has frequently been used in statistical

practice. One objective of the analysis 1s the estimation of the

unknown parameters, typically by using the least squares method. How-

ever, due to the adverse effects that multicollinearity can have on

least squares estimation, a number of alternative estimtion procedures

have been recoumerded. This chapter will present some methods for

detection of multicollinearity ard measurement of the performance of a

biased estimator, introducing several biased estimation techniques

designed to combat multicollinearity.

2.1 Linear Regression ard Multicollinearity

2.1.1 Linear Regression Model

The general multiple linear regression (MLR) model is a statistical

model which attenpts to explain the response variable (Y) by a linear

combination of p explanatory variables (regressors), X,_, . . . , Xp, that

iss

Y1 = ßo + ßxxix +
···

+ ßpxip + ein

where ßj, j=0, 1, ..., p are unknown parameters ard ei, i=1, ..., n are

rardom errors. In the matrix notation, the HLR model is equivalent to

Z = Q + S, (2.1)

where g is an n><1 vector of observed responses, X is an n><(p+1) full

4
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(column) rank matrix of nonstochastic regressor variables, Q is a

(9+1 )x1 vector of parameters, and E is an nxl vector of sys.

It is usual to assume that

(1) E(s) = 9.

(ii) Var(g) = 0*1.

In other words, the random errors are independent and identically dis-

tributed (i.·l.d.) with zero mans.

'l‘he least squares (LS) method for estimating Q is obtained by mini-

mizing the error sum of squares, 1.e.,

Hä!) (Z-XQ)'(Z—X§)• (Z·2)

Thus, the resulting normal equations

X'>e:s = X':

can be solved to obtain the LS estimator of Q as

QL; = (X°X)‘* x°y. (2.3)

It is well known that the Is estimator of Q has many optimal pro-

perties one of which is that it has the smallest variance among all

linear unbiased estimators. Despite these desirable properties, the LS

estimator can be unacceptable if multicollinearity is severe.

2.1.2 Multicollinearity and Its Detection

Multicollinearity refers to the near linear dependencies that may

exist among the regressors. Severe multicollinearity is said to exist

_ if there are nonzero constant eys such that
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e x == .E 0 (2 4)Fl .1-.1 -•

where gg) is the jth column vector of X. It is important to euphasize

that multicollinearity is usually present in the regression model to a

certain extent unless the columns of X are chosen to be orthogonal.

'rherefore, uulticollinearity describes a condition in the regressor

variables.

Before proceeding to the detection of multicollinearity, it will be

convenient to have the regressor variables centered ard scaled. -'l‘hus,

the reparametrized linear regression model is

vi = sp" + ß,*xi,_* + ßz*x,_z* +...+ ßp*x,_p* + 61, 1=1, ..., 11, (2.5)

I _ " _ '° z
·‘·/Z _

where Xij — (Xi} — Xj)/Sxj, Sxj - [!I(Xij — Xj)] , forj-1, ..., p.

The reparameterized model (2.5) is, of course, equivalent to the

original-unit model (2.1). Since the centered and scaled model (2.5)

can be rewritten as

il ip
Y = 1:*--:2*-...—-— *1 0 SX1. I. sxp ßp

1 { 1 {4-lßK +...+—— X +6sm 1 1; Sxp ßp 1p 1•

the parameters have the following relationshipsz

il YP sß =ß"- —ß*+ +—o o .1. Sxpßp1

Bj =äßj*• j=11 •••• p•
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Note that the ßJ"s are unit free while the ßJ's are dependent upon the

natural units of the regressors.

The centered and scaled model (2.5) without
ß,‘

will be used in the

rest of this thesis since the estimator of 13,* is 1:Yi/n. Therefore, to

simplify notation, the centered and scaled regressor variables will be

denoted without the superscript.

In equation (2.4), the defining relationship (tJeJ;_rJ == g_) can be

investigated by using the eigenvalue decouposition of the X matrix.

That is,

V°X°X V = A,

where V = [gl, . . ., gp] . The columns of V are normalized eigenvectors

corresponding to the eigenvalues of X°X, which are the diagonal elements

of the diagonal matrix A, At, . . . , Ap. The problem of severe multicol-

lineartty implies that at least one AJ ¤= 0. Thus, for at least one 3,

gJ'x'x gJ ¤= 0

which :Lmpl:Les that _

xgJ= vkJgg¤_Q, (2.6)
k=1

where ;J 1s the 3*** column of X and vkJ 1s the kth element of gJ.

Therefore, the irdividual elements of gJ determine the near linear

dependency among the regressors.

There are several diagnostic measurements used to detect and assess

the degree of multicollinearity. 'me most popular ard appealing measure

is the condition number. 'lhe singular value decomposition (SVD) theorem
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(Rao, 1973) allows X to be decomposed as

x = Ur.v' , (2.7)

where U and V are nxp and pxp matrices, respectively, such that

U°U = V°V = VV° = I. The pxp matrix L is a diagonal matrix with non-

negative diagonal elemnts, called the singular values of X. In fact,

the columns of U are the eigenvectors associated with the positive

eigenvalues of xx' and those of V are the eigenvectors of X°X. Further-

more, the singular values 11, . . . , lp are square roots of the eigen-

values of X°X that is, IF = A, which are assumed, without loss of

generality, to be ordered in magnitude, i.e. ,

_ ALäxzä...äAp,

where xJ is the~ jth largest eigenvalue. Hence the condition number, •<,

is defined as

1
x = ii, (2.8)

P

which is equivalent to s/ xl / \/ xp. Then •< indicates the relative

magnitude of the smallest singular value to the largest singular value

and hence can be used as a yardstick to determine the degree of multi-

collinearity. Note that the ratio 1_,j1j, for _1=1, ..., p is called the

condition index. Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch (1980) found empirically

that "weak dependencies are associated with condition indexes around 5

or 10, whereas moderate to strong relations are associated with condi-

tion indexes of 30 to 100."
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2.1.3 Effects of Multicollinearity

Multicollinearity can have adverse effects on the LS solution and

related procedures [ßelsley, Kuh, and Welsch (1980); Ttipp (1983); Mvérs

(1985), etc.] . It may result in some IS coefficients having the wrong

sign and being very large in magnitude, resulting in an inflated length _

of the estimated regression coefficient vector.

The expected squared norm of pls is

z(gs'gs) x'g]

= g'g + ¤·¢tr(x'x)‘*

. P 1=gg+6¢};— (2.9)
_ J=1

^J’

which lmplies that the expected squared norm of gs, under moderate to

severe multicollinearity, is much larger than that of the true parameter

vector g, since there is at least one small eigenvalue A3. In other

words, at least one of the LS coefficients bjsls will be very large.

Purthermore, under moderate to severe multicollinearity, some of

the IS estimated coefficients may have unreasonably large variances.

Using the SVD, to see this, consider

var(gs) = ¤¢(x'x)‘*

= 6=vA‘ lv'
·

Therefore, the variance of the jth IS estimated coefficient is

P Vjkz
Var(b )= cz L

—— (2.10)Lw k=1 M;
’
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where vjk is the jth element of gk. Thus, at least one small Äk may

inflate the variance of bj,;$ as long as vjk, associated with Ak, is not

close to 0.

Inferential procedures, such as testing hypotheses, are also

affected by the presence of multicollinearity. Under the assmnption

that the g are 1.i.d. and follow normal (Q, 6*I) distributions, the test

of the hypothesis Bo: HQ = g (vs. B1: HQ # g) is based on the statistic

r' = (Bgm - g)' [B (x'x)·¤B']'* (Bgm - lg)/ms*, (2.11)

where H is a mxp matrix with full (row) rank and
s‘

is the estimator of

oz, which is the mean squared error [Searle (1971 )] . The test statistic

!'° has a non-central F distribution with m and (n-m) degrees of freedom

and the non-centrality parameter ‘

n = (He - r1>'[¤ <x'x)‘*¤']'* (Hg - g>/2¤=-

In part1cular, setting H = I and g = Q, it is easily seen that the non-

centrality parameter is a function of the eigenvalues, that is,

I I 1

‘

¤ = ¤ == ==¤ [ml
— I I 1

- Q V A V

(2 12)

Thus the non-centrality parameter can decrease as the degree of

multicollinearity gets more severe, so that the power of the test may

decrease.
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It is worthwhile to consider testing hypotheses of individual ele-

ments of Q, i.e., Hgjz Bj = 0 (vs. Blj: Bj # 0), for j=l, ..., p. Then

the non-centrality parameters, Tlj, are

A (V ß
)‘

nl = 1=1. -... p. (2.13)

and hence nj —> 0 as Aj —> 0. In this case, B = Bj, where Hj is pxp

zero matrix but the jth diagonal element is 1.

It is of interest to illustrate the effects of multicollinearity,

discussed thus far, with the following canonical model:

2 = xé + s

= >¤~'¤ + E

= zg + g, (2.14)

where Z = XV = [gl, ..., gp] and g = V°@.

The IS estimator of g is QIS = (Z'Z)°‘· Z°y so that the expected

squared norm of gps is

z(gl_S'gLS) = z[y'z(z'z)'= (z°z)'= z'!]

, P
=gg+¤·‘)§ (2.15)

J=1 J

and the covariance matrix of gw is

V¤r(9;.s> = ¤‘(Z'Z>°*

= 6*11**. (2.16)

Thus, the tranfozmation to the canonical model, consisting of orthogonal

regressors gl, . . . , gp, does not mean that the multicollinearity problem
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is eliminated but only reexpressed in a more convenient form.

Por the jth IS estimator of g, it follows from (2.15) and (2.16)

that the expectation of aJ,ISZ and the variance of
aJ_LS

are

z .. z z 1E(¤j·Lg )-· aJ + G (2.17)

and

va. - 1 1G' X3- (2..].8)

so that if AJ is small, then B(aJ ,;;,1) makes a large contribution malnly

to the size of E(aLS°g.I_g) and Var(aJ,Ls) is seriouslyllnflated.

Accordingly, for the test of hypothesis Ho: gr = Q (vs. H1: g ¢ Q),

the test statistic

, aIs' a· F = (2.19)

has a non-central F distribution with the non-centrality parameter

2'^ 2
"

= $1“

= . 2.20Jgl 26

'1'hus the power of the test will decrease, under moderate to severe

multicollinearity, because there is at least one small AJ. Also, for

the tests of individual hypothesis HOJ: cxJ = 0 (vs. HIJ: GJ =t= O), for

j=1, . . . , p, the non·centrality parameters are

Äjdjz
·nJ p. (2.21)

In this particular case, only the jth test of hypothesis will have

reduced power if the jth eigenvalue AJ is small.
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2.1.4 IBE: A Performance Measure for Biased Estimator

Due to the harmful effects of multicollinearity on the LS esti·

mator, it is natural to consider some alternative estimation methods.

Some of these alternatives lead to biased estimators whose performances

can be measured by the mean square error (MSE).

Denoting the MSE of a biased estimator, 5, of Q by MSE(5), the

expression of !BE(5) can be decomposed into two components

Ms¤<§> ¤ IE ¤s¤<%;,>_1=1

= mi — 2>'<E — ca

= ¤<§ - ¤§>'<§ - ¤§> + (EE — g>'<¤-*5 - 9>. <2.22>

'l'he first and second terms in (2.22) will be regarded as the "variance"

and the °‘squared-bias" components, respectively. It is noted that by

using a biased estimator, a large reduction in the "variance" component

is expected while some increase in the "squared·bias" component is

accepted. Hence, hopefully, the !BE(5) will be smaller than MSE(I_gLS) =

Bj Var(bj•1·_s), resulting in an improvement over the LS estimator.

It is beneficial to use the standardized regressors since MSE(5)

can be interpreted as the average of the squared Buclidean distance

between 5 and Q. Keeping this in mind, an estimator of Q with smaller

MSE is located closer on the average to the true parameter vector Q.

This concept is Illustrated in Figure 2.1 and 2.2 when p = 2. Figure

2.1 shows a biased estimator, 5A, shortened from gs; and Figure 2.2

presents a biased estimator, 5B, designed to be located closer to Q than

QLS to Q. In other words, 5A results from shortening gs uniformly in
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bJ’LS and EB uses different shortening rates on each bj·LS, j=1, 2.

Note that both EA and are typical biased estimates for which MSE(§)

and l6E(§B) are Smaller than MSE(ELS).

It is often of interest to consider the matrix form of MSE, denoted

by m¤¤«ss(§)«

M=xMsz<§> = ¤<§ — Qui — gf

= Var(E) + s1as(§) s1as(§)', (2.23)

mm a1¤¤(§) = ¤<§> - 2·
In order to compare the performances of QLS and E in terms of MSE,

either form, (2.22) or (2.23), can be used. That is, either MsE(ELS) -

!BE(§) or MtxMSE(EL;) — MtxMSE(E) can be used since the former is non-

negative if and only if the latter is positive semi -def1nite [see

Theobald (1974)] .

2.2 Ridge Estimation

Ridge regression has been examined extensively since its develop-

ment by Hoerl and Kennard (l970a, 1970b). It is well _kno•wn when the

multicollinearity problem exists that the ridge estimator, which is a

biased estimator of Q, results from shortening or shrinking the length

of the IS estimator, EIS.

2.2.1 Ridge Estimator .

Since the presence of multicollinearity can inflate the distance

from EIS to Q, Hoerl and Kennard (1970a) developed the ridge estimator

whose length is minimum for a fixed residual sum of squares.
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They considered an estimate, Q, of Q and the resulting residual sum

of squares,

$S(§) = (Z * x§)'(! " XE)

= (2 - @6)°(2 — @6) + (Q — §16)°(X'X)<§ ·- !LS)• (2·2¢·)

Hence, the ridge estimator is derived from the following formulation:

mnmize Q';
E

subject to (Q — gs)°(x'x)(Q — gs) = Q. (2.25)

The resulting ridge estimator can be written as

QR = (x'x + url x';, (x > o) (2.26)

where k is chosen to satisfy the constraint in (2.25). The positive

constant k is couuonly referred to as the biasing or shrinkage para-

meter. Using the canonical model (2.14), another expression of PR is

QR = v(A + k1)‘l Z';.

Thus the ridge estimator is obtained by augmenting the eigenvalues of

x'x with k.

Some properties of the ridge estimator are as follovs {Hoerl and

Kennard (1970a) and Marquardt (1970)]. If k 1s treated as a constant,

the bias of the ridge estimator is

—k(X'X + url Q.

Since QR is a biased estimator, the bBE(QR), using (2.22), can be deccm-
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posed into the two components attributed to the "variance°' and "squared-

bias" parts as

P P
in=

gz ä -—-% + kz@'(X'X + kI)'z Qjgl (Aj 4- k)

= + vz(k), (2.21)

p
I I

where ‘P_‘_(k) = czjglxj/(AJ + k)'= and = KZQ (x x + 1::)**- Q.

Note that ‘P_‘_(k) is a continuous, monotonically decreasing function of k,

while v,_(k) is continuous and monotonically increasing. Hoerl and Ken-

nard (1970a) claimed, through investigation of the derivatives of v,_(k)

and ~¥z(k), that MSE(gR) is improved by a substantial reduction of W,_(k)

at the expense of a slight increase in ¤rz(k). They also showed that

MSEUQR) < lISE(QI$), whenever

o < k (2 za)(‘°‘max)
‘ ‘

Many authors have discussed a variety of methods for choosing the

value of k. Among a number of ways for solving k, the original but

subjective method suggested by Hoerl and xennard (19708, 1970b) is the

ridge trace. Among the objective methods for choosing k, Hoerl,

Kennard, and Baldwin (1975) suggested

ps:
k = . (2.29)

gear.-

And, in addition, Hoerl and Kennard (1976) have proposed an iteration
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method with

PS2k(*=*'*·) =;, t=0, 1, 2, (2.30)¤¤[¤<<*>] '¤¤[¤=< **1
where kw) is the value of k after the tth iteration, pR[kw)] is the

ridge estimate based on kw) and the starting value, k(°) = ps*/g[S°gt$.

They also suggested a stopping criterion as

; 20; . .ku:) < P (2 31)

However, many of the distributional propertie of the ridge estima-

tor assume that k is a constant. In practice, however, k is estimated

from the data and, thus, is stochastic. Therefore, it is questionable

if these properties still apply.

2,2.2 Generalized Ridge Estimator

While the ridge estimator results from augmenting the eigenvalues

of X°X uniformly with k, the generalized ridge estimator is defined as:

BGR = (x'x + 1:)**- x'y, (2.32)

where K = Diag(k,_, ..., kp), kj > 0 [Hoerl and xennard (19703)], Since

gg; can be rewritten, by using (2.14),

pm = v(A +
x)‘*

z'y,

the different values of biasing parameters are added to the eigenvalues

of X'X in the generalized ridge estimation. It can be easily shown that

the optimal values for the kj are
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k =
cz

j=1, ..•,p
J G?. „ (2.33)

Hoerl and Kennard (1970a) also suggest an iterative procedure

initiated at kj(°) = sz/aj,LSz with

sz
t=1, 2, (2.34)

[aj ’GR(

twhereaj’GR(t) is the jth generalized ridge estimate of aj at the tth

iteration. Iteration is continued until there is stability achieved in

gGR<*=+->';GR(*=+#>. An analytic s¤1¤t1¤¤ to this iterative scheu 1s

given by Henmerle (1975).

It is difficult to choose either the ridge regression or the

generalized ridge regression to combat the multicollinearity problem.

Some authors [Hocking, Speed, and Lynn (1976 )] prefer the latter to the

former while Hoerl and Kennard (l970a, p.65) prefer the use of a connon

k by writing, °'Based on experience, the best method for achieving a

better estimator is to use kj = k for all j.°' However, no one has

substantiated the preference.

The differences and the similarities of the two will be discussed

although both of them are competitive. It will also be shown later in

Section 4.1.3 that the ridge estimator is preferred in some situations

and the generalized ridge estimator is preferred in others. The evalu-

ation of the two based on a simulation study is in Section 5.2.2.

2.3 Shrinkage Estimation

The concept of shrinking the Is estimator, proposed by Stein

(1960), has been justified as a broad class of alternative procedures to
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IS estimation when multicollinearity is present in the MLR model.

2.3.1 Shrinkage Estimator (stein)

The main objective for the shrinkage estimator, which is a biased

estimator, is to have a MSE smaller than the variance of the Is estima—

tor. consider the class of estimators whose typical member is

Ess = 89:.6. 8¢[0,1] (2.26)

where 8 is called the shrinkage factor.

Investigating Figure 2.1, the range of gs}; in (2.35) for which

1&(gSH) 6 !ßE(g;$) can be shown in Figure 2.3. The determination of

the shrinkage factor is a major consideration. Perlman (1972) showed

that MSE(gsg) 6 !BE(g;$) is satisfied for any 0 < 8 < 1 such that

mn — 1 ‘ 8, (2.36)

where

¤'=g'(x'x)g = m„.

The Stein shrinkage estimator can be interpreted, in the regres-

sion context, by rewriting the model (2.14), based on SVD, as

2 = X9 + s

= ULV°Q + E

= Uy + E, (2.37)

where y = LVIQ. Premultiplying this reparameterized model by U° , a
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simple mean-shift model can be obtained, that is,

U'! = 2 + ¤'s·

When 0* is known and p > 2, Stein (1955) proposed the solution for the
1 estimator of y as

A C z •m = [1 - ¤ z
Z U U Z

z A= [1 — 2;6„ (2-39)
.*21: X X 9.:.9

where c is a positive constant ard hs = U'!. '1'hus the Stein estimator

of g [stem (1960)] 18

EST = v 1** im
z

I= 1—-—- v1.‘*1.vg[S
11:6 x'¤< am

Z
= 1 - gis. (2.39)

EIS ¤<'¤< EBS

Om important property of the Stein estimator is that

MS¤<9s·1·) < usE<P.Ls)„

for 0 < c < 2(p-2). In a subsequent paper, Janus and Stein (1961)

proposed, for the case that 0* is unknown,

9:6 = 1 - 9.;.9. (M-<>>
91:.6 X X hrs
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for 0 < c < 2(p-2)/(n·p+2), where SS is the residual sum of squares.

They also proved that lSE(p_JS) < MSE(gLS) and showed that the MsE(gJS)

is minimized at c = (p-2 )/(n-p•·2). Note that the Stein estimator is

unfortunately sensitive to a change of the origin of the response vari-

able [see (2.38)]. Lindley (1962) suggested a modification to the Stein

estimator, which is not sensitive with respect to a change of origin and

cale. However, Lindley's modified Stein estimator is not always pre-

ferred over the Stein estimator so that attention may be paid to those

situations where the origin change is meaningful.

The James-Stein estimator of I can be expressed in a manner equi-

valent to (2.38) as

A C SS A
ZJS = [1 —

if-] Z‘rs•
Xrs'Zrs

or, equivalently, that of g as

EJS : 1 -
(z_g]_)

ers°^ ers

It will be beneficial to consider the Bayesian interpretation of

the Stein estimator. Assume that the vector of the response variable, Z

is distributed as the multivariate normal (Zg, 6*1), that is,

Z~N(Zg, 6*1) (2.42)

and 6* is known. Taking a special prior distribution of g as

g ~ u[g,, 6„=(z'z)*¢], (2.43)

the posterior density of g is also the multivariate normal with the mean
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vector,

gg = [6* z'z + 6,1* z'z]°‘ [6* z'z ggg + 6,1* z'z go] (2.44)

and the covariance matrix

sg = [6* z'z + 6,,* z'z]".

Thus, the Bayes estimator of Q, which is optimal with respect to the

expected quadratic loss function, is the posterior mean gg.

Assume, now, that go = Q. 'l‘hen gg in (2.44) becomes

611*QB = 6* + 6} EIS

- 1 ¤*• —

E3.Replacingthe term 6* + 6,,* by its unbiased estimatorl, gI$'A ggg/p [see

Vinod and Ullah (1981 )] , gg can be rewritten as

N2
gg: 1-————- gw, (2.46)

2:.6.** sus

which is the Stein estimator of gn when c = p. Purthermore, tf the

unbiased estimate of 6*, s*, 1s substituted for 6* then the Bayesian

interpreted James -Stein estimator of g, denoted by ggJg, is

1 E[§$'l\ ggg] = 1:[[gn + (Z'Z)'* z'g]' A [g + (z'z)‘=· z'g]]

= z[gn'A g] + ¤[g’z A‘·* z'g] + 2E[g_'Z'_g]

= n> ¤«* + p ¤*
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z
ems = 1 · —E·—— Ens

2:s°^ ér.s

= [1 — gu;. (2.47)
Ens ^ éns

If (2.47) is compared to (2.41), when c = p/(n-p), then ggg; = aß.

Note that it is clear, through (2.47), that each element of the LS esti-

mator EIS is shrunk by the same proportion

Z-Ä-. (2·48)
érs ^ érs

where the shrinkage factor is just the reciprocal of the test statistic,

!°, for testing hypothesis Ho: gg = Q [see (2.19)] . Recalling that when

the multicollinearity problem is present in the MLR model, the power of

the test 1s so small that the 1* test may be unable to distinguish g from

Q, the value of E" can be expected to be small. In other words, the

value of (2.48) is expected to be too large and hence the BJS estlmator

may result in being shrunk too much.

However, the Bayesian interpreted James -Stein estimator will be

included later in the simulation studies. In section 4.3.1, a related

estimator, the generalized Bayesian interpreted James -Ste1n estimator,

will be developed in a similar manner as has been done for QBJS.

2.3.2 Modified Ste:I.n~Shrinkage Bstimators

A number of other types of shrinkage estimators have been studied

by several authors including Baranchik (1964, 1970), Sclove (1968),

Mayer and Willke (1973), Rolph (1976), and vinod (1976).
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Baranchik (1964) proved that the new estimator of g,

+
ésa = 1 * i—

Qua- (2-49)
EI$'^ 2:s

has smaller MSE than gss, where

[1 — c SS/gs°A gs]+ = max[0, 1 - c SS/gs°A gs].

In other words, the new estimator, gg, is defined by taking the shr1nk·

age factor as the positive part of that of gs. since gu can be

rewritten as, denoting 1** = gs°A QLS/SS,

gs = Q, 16 1=·* < c,

= 1 - Lsgi gs, if 1** > c, (2.50)
2:s'^ 2:.6

the use of gs seems to correspcnd to a preliminary test of hypothesis

H0: g = Q at a level of significance dictated by the value of c, where

0 < c < 2(p-2 )/(n·p+2). Note that gs°A gs/SS < c is identical to

P° < (n·p)c/p. Thus, g is estimated as Q when the null hypothesis is

not rejected and as (1 - c SS/gIS'A gs )gs when the hypothesis is

rejected, in which case the shrinkage factor is non-negative.

Baranchik (1970) also generalized the James-Stein estimator by

using a function h( ·) in the place of c in (2.41) and defining

n(1··*)2a=[1·$[§r.s• (2-51)

where h( ·) is any monotone nondecreasing function such that 0 4 h( ·)

4 2(p-2)/(nn-p+2). He proved that MSE(g_s) 4 MSE(gs). Note that the
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James·5tein estimator is a special case in which h(F*) = c. Further-

more, if the function h(F‘) is taken to be [Figure 2.4]

nu-*) = r*, 16 1=·* < c,

= c, if F" ä c, (2.52)

then the resulting estimator, gg, is identical to gBA.

While Baranch1k's (1964, 1970) modification still results in uni-

form shrinkage, that is, 0 for F" S c and (1 — c/1**) for Ft
> c, Sclove

(1968) proposed to apply a shrinkage factor to a subset of the elements

of gw. Suppose that the first r colnmns of the matrix Z are regarded,

for some reason, as gferred variables. Then, partitioning g as

g = (gz°, gz°),
where gz is a rxl vector and gz is a (p-r)x1 parameter

vector, the 8clove's shrinkage estimator is defined as

21.,13
gsc = ·········l•····· , (2.53)

1 - -2, 2; LS
Pz °

where 0 < c < (p-r-2)/(n-p+2), gi,LS is the I5 estimator of gi, i=l, 2,

and
Fz‘

/53, Az Ap). tt can be

easily shovm that M5!(gSc) < !BE(gLS). Moreover, the test statistic

under the null hypothesis, H02: gz = Q

'
éz,IS' A2 §z,l’$

PZ = sz

mp
6 * 2 sz.—

ä z (
·

)

has the F distribution with (p·r), (n-p) degrees of freedom and hence
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Figure 2.4 Special Form of h(1"*)
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the Sclove estimator depends upon the test of hypothesis Hoz: gz = Q at

a level of significance, oo, determined by c, that is,

¤•P
¢° = P!°[F(p-r)'(n•p) > ä

C]. (2.55)

Consequently, the Sclove estimator of gz is obtained as

a_z_Sc = Q, if the hypothesis is not rejected,

= [1 —
1%] gz,LS, if the hypothesis is rejected,

z

in which case (1 — c/rz') is non-negative. It follows that (2.53) is

a-..SC— Q

when the hypothesis is not rejected and

E1.,I$
esc = ···············

1 — L aPzg -1yIS

when the hypothesis is rejected.

No one has found the optimal value of c. Therefore, in practice,

there is difficulty in utilizing the Sclove estimator. Purthermore, the

power of test is also damaged by the small eigenvalues of Az due to the

multicollinearity problem. In other words, the 1* test may be unable to

distinguish gz from Q.

However, the Sclove estimator is attractive since some shrinkage

is applied only to the non-gferred variables. This concept, com-

bined with the Bayesian interpreted James·Stein estimator and the

principal components estimator, will be generalized later in this
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paper.

2.4 Linear Transforms of the IS Estimator

Both the ridge estimator and the shrinkage estimators can be

characterized by two different norms, the Euclidean norm and a design

dependent norm, and hence are expressed in tems of a linear transform

of the IS estimator.

2.4.1 Ridge and Shrinkage Estimators via Linear Transforms of EIS

Mayer and Willke (1973) define the class, T, of linear

transforms of gs as followsz For an estimator of Q, Q, to be

contained in T, then Q = Ags, for some pxp matrix A. Note that T

contains, of course, the IS estimator and all the biased estimators

discussed so far.

Since the residual sum of squares associated with Q for fixed A is

S50;) = (z — ¥AE16)°(! — >¢@16)

= (z - @16)°(2 — @16) + 216°(A-I)°(X°X)(A-I)p_16„ (2-56)

Mayer and Willke consider a subclass of estimators, Q, subject to

116'(A-r)'<x'x><A-r>1>16 = q

· or, equivalently,

(@16 — §16)°(¤<°¤<)(@16 - 216) = ¤.- (2-57)

for any fixed constant q. The matrix A can be chosen to minimize a norm

of Ags. It was shown that if the Euclidean norm of Ags is used, then
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the minimum Huclidean norm estimator, denoted by QD, in the equivalence

class which satisfies (2.57) is just the ridge estimator. That is,

Min QLS°A°A QDS, subject to (2.57),

yields QD = AEQLS, where AD k > 0. Note that

Rz = AEEIS

I ° I
•,'

I I
= [[x x] * [xx + (x x)]] (x 1:)*- xy

= (X'X + 1:1)**- x°g.

In contrast, the design dependent norm of Q

9r$'A'<>¢'x> A am

gives a shrinkage estimator which is the minimum design norm estimator,

denoted by QD, as

En = Anäxs,

where AD = 81, 0 G 8 G 1. Thus, both the ridge and the shrinkage esti-

mators are minimum norm estimators with respect to appropriate norms in

the equivalence class which satisfies (2.57).

However, the class of linear transforms of the IS estimator,

defined by Mayer and Willke, is unnecessarily too broad so that it may

be reasonable to reduce the class by using the canonical model. Thus,

in the following section, a class of linear transforms of als, which

provides the restricted class of linear transforms of QIS, will be pro-

posed.
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2.4.2 Confined Linear Transsoms of gis

The class, T, defined in the previous section may be unnecessarily

large since the defining matrix A is arbitrary. In order to reduce

this class to a subclass which contains all the plausible biased

estimtors designed to remedy the multicollinearity problem, consider

the canonical form of the model (2.14); Since the IS estimators of the

aj are uncorrelated, define a class of linear transforms of als whose

typical member is of the form,

E = bhs, (2.58)

where D is a diagonal matrix and, for some g 6 T,

Q = v'Q, (2.59)

where V is the matrix of the eigenvectors of X”X. Then, from (2.58)

and (2.59), the subclass of T, TR, consists of

E = VD2:.9

= v¤v'gLS. (2.60)

Therefore, an estimator of Q in the subclass is

E = ^§I$•

where A = v¤v' . In other words, for the restricted class TR, a pxp

matrix A is required to be such that

v'Av=0. (2.61)

The condition (2.61) can be checked for Ag and AD in the previous
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section. That 1s, for example, for AE

v'AE v = v' v

= [xv'(x'x)'* v +
r]·L

= [¤=‘* + r}°‘•

which is a diagonal matrix whose jth element is AJ/( AJ + k).

When this confined class 1s considered with respect to gis, it 1s

equivalent to the class of linear transforms of gw, (2.58), which 1s

large enough to deal with the multicollinearity problem. 'rherefom,

with some constraints on the diagonal matrix D, fractional principal

components analysis which provides a general approach to the biased

estimators will be extensively considered in Chapter 4.



CHAPTER THREE

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

Principal components regression has been used as an alternative

estimation technique since Kendall (1957) recognized the potential use-

fulness of principal components to regression analysis. Despite some

controversial deletion criteria it has been used frequently, especially

in econometric models, because of its simplicity. The performance of

the principal components (PC) estimator is discussed and, in addition,

a new deletion criterion will be suggested in this chapter.

3.1 Principal components Estimation

Aftét Kendall's demonstration of the use of PC, Massy (1965) made

a major contribution to principal components analysis, pointing out the

necessity for this methodology in dealing with models with highly

multicollinear regressors or with a large number of regressors.

3.1.1 Principal components Estimator

The principal components regression model is the reparaxutri-

zation of the standard IILR model as seen in (2.1), namely,

4
2 = X2 + s

= XVV°Q + E

= Z2 + E• (3-1)

where V = [g,_, ..., gp], gj is the jth eigenvector of X°X, Z = XV, and

35
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g = V°Q. Note again that all the explanatory variables are centered

and scaled. The colunms of Z, gz, ..., gp, are called the principal

components. Without loss of generality, the principal components are

ordered so that gj is the jth PC associated with the jth largest eigen-

value of x'x. mus, v°v = vv' = 1 am z'z = A = ¤1a.g(>.z, ..., Ap),

where the eigenvalues are ordered, 1.e., Az ä ¤~ Ap.

The PC estimation procedure slmply amounts to deleting some prin-

cipal components from the model (3.1) and applying LS method to the

remaining components. That is, the model (3.1) is rewritten in the

partitioned form as:

=¤=[z+EZ=l .2+. +2
S2

= Zzgz + Zzgz + g_

where Zz = [gz, ..., gz-], Zz = [gz-+z, ..., gp], gz = (az, ..., az)° and

gz = (ap+z, . .., Gp)'. Note that the columns of Zz represent the

deleted principal components. Then, in the restricted model,

g=Zzgz 4-g, (3.2)

gz is estimated by LS method as Zz°y and hence the PC

estimator of Q is

Qpc = V;é1,1s

= vz(zz'zz)”‘ zz°g, (3.3)

where vz = [gz, ..., gz-].
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The PC estimator gpc can be described, equivalently, in the form

Epc = Vépc

= VPQIS, (3.4)

wheregpc=PgI$andP=Diag(f,, ...,fp),fL=...=fr=1, _

= . .. = fp = 0. This is an attractive form that will be useful

for further developments.

The mean vector of gpc is

¤<¤p¤>·= ¤[v.<¤.'¤.>"¤.’z]

= V12;.

= Q—vzvz'Q, (3.5)

where vz = [gp+,_, .. . , gp], and the covariance matrix of gpc is

var(gpc) = 6* (3.6)

where Al = Diag( A,_, .. ., Ar). Thus, the PC estimator is a biased esti-

mator, while the variance of the jth PC estimator of Q,

va!-(b Z=5 ELPG) k=1 Äk

becomes much sualler than Var(b_1_;_g) [see (2.10 )] when the eigenvalues

Ar+_L, ..., Äp are small.

It is also worth noting that the PC estimator is equivalent to the

restricted IS estimator obtained by imposing the restrictions
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vz°Q = Q(€q\liV¤1€nt].y, gz = Q) (3.7)

[see, for example, Johnson, Reimer, and Rothrock (1973 )]. These

restrictions can be justified by testing hypothesis H02: gz = 0. 'l‘he

non·central:I.ty parameter is, from (2.20),

P Äjdjz
"= *,:.*%.1 xr

so that nz may be damaged when the eigenvalues Az-+1, .. ., Äp are small.

Therefore, in such a case, the P test may be unable to distlnguish gz

from Q because of the low power of the 1* test. In other words, the

model (3.2) is likely to be used by unduly deletlng the principal compo-

nents associated with gz, Therefore, the criteria used to determine

which components are deleted are important issues and will be discussed

in more detail.

3.1.2 Deletion crlteria

Massy (1965) suggested two criteria for deleting components in

principal components analysis:

(a) delete the components that are relatively unimportant

as predictors of the original regressors (X), that is,

the components having small eigenvalues should be

dropped. This method will be referred to as the

eigenvalue criterion.

(b) delete the components that are relatively unimportant as

predictors of the response variable (Y), that is, the

components having small values of the correlation
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between Y and the components should be dropped. This

method will be referred to as the t-value criterion.

Massy, furthermore, expected that the two criteria are likely to lead

to different results since the response variable Y does not have to be

highly correlated with principal components having large eigenvalues.

Many other authors including Jeffers (1967), Mccallum (1970),

Marquardt (1970), Mittelhanmer and Baritelle (1977), Pomby and Hill

(1978), among others have discussed the above criterla.

The eigenvalue criterion, which is usually used in PC analysis,

requires that the principal components to be deleted in principal

components analysis be those corresponding to small eigenvalues. The

major issue is to determine which eigenvalues are small. Pidot (1969)

suggested that components be deleted when their associated eigenvalues

are less than one. That is, he regarded 1 as an average value of eigen-

values (mj/p = 1) and thought that a component should be dropped if its

associated eigenvalue is less than the average in size. Similarly,

Marquardt (1970) recoumended the criterion of choosing the minimum value

r for which
U

pl? il < N.J=p P

where w might be selected in the range 1o'* to IO'7. rurthermore,

Pomby and Hill (1978) proposed the criterion based on the percentage

of variance reduction from deleting the (p-1*) principal components

corresponding to the (p-r) smallest eigenvalues. 'lhe percentage of

variance reduction (PVR) is
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PVR=-—;- trlä ää'] X100p j=r+1 ^j
E kj "_1=1

so that the number of principal components retained in the analysis, r,

can be chosen where PVR drops drastically. However, the PVR criterion

is also dependent upon the subjective decision based on the percentage

change. In general, it is difficult to choose an appropriate number

of components to be retained in the analysis unless Är » AH., and

>.r,._,_
== 0. In other words, when the last (p·r) condition indexes [see

page 8] are large (say, > 30), the last (p-r) principal components may

be deleted. Even though the eigenvalue criterion seems to be simple to

use, Mittelhaumer and Baritelle (1977) indicated that there is no

control on the bias introduced to the resulting estimator when this cri-

terion is used to delete components. The PC estimator of g, resulting

from deleting the single component, gj, will be denoted by gmx jth) in

this thesis.

A second criterion, called the t—value criterion, is based on

testing the statistical significance of the hypotheses, Hqjz aj = 0,

j=1, ..., p. The test statistics, from (2.19), are

t1' = 5-%-::;;, 3=1, ..., p. (s.s)

When tj° is small enough to fail to reject Hgj its associated principal
‘

component will be deleted. Thus, the PC estimator of g, resulting from

this deletion criterion, denoted by gpgy, is of the form,

§1>c·1· = [I — ¥(-dj,aj)(¤_1,1.s)] 21.5- (3-9)

where I( -d-1,dj )(aj JS) is a pxp diagonal matrix of indicator functions,
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dj = t‘s/g/ Aj, and t' 1s the cr1t1cal value for each test. When the

coumon s1gn1f1cance level 0,, is given, the critical value
t‘

is deter-

mined from the t-table with the (n-p) degrees of freedom.

However, since the power of test nj [see (2.21)] is low for a

small Aj, the t-value criterion may delete too many principal components

and give the misleading 1mpress1on that the Pct estimator 1 an improve-

ment. Moreover, Mittelhaumer and Baritelle, investigating the bias and

the covar1ance matrix of ggü, pointed out that it is not necessarily

true that Var(bj'pg·;·) 6 Var(bj,;$) when the t-value criterion 1s used

with a f11¤ed s1gn1f1cance level.

In addition to the above two criteria, Mccallum (1970) proposed

another method which deletes a principal component, gj, 1f delet1ng

gj reduces the MSE of k=1, ..., p. In other words, the jth

component gj 1s deleted 1f

x=1, ..., p, (2.10)

where bk,Pc( jth) 1s the PC estimator of Bk when gj 1s deleted. The

lßß of bk’PC(Jth) 18

Vk z z— Z —-L + z[ ] - 2 11¤¤¤[b•¤,1>c(3tn)] - ¤ Igj M bx,1>c(3tn) ßu · < · >

From the equation (3.5),

E[EPC(jth)] = 2 - !jXj·E•

so that (3.11) can be rewritten as:
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=
-——

- v .M5E[b•; ] vz E vklz +[ I; ß ]z 2 12,pc(31:n) [Ü M
Vkg

hl 15 1 ( >

Therefore, comparing with m(bk’I$), if

ZVkj QMS¤<bu,:s) — MSE[bk,PC(jth)] = vz -;-5- - [Vx) [gl V13 ß1]z

=
vkjzfg — aß] (2.12)^1

is nonnegative, then the deletion of gj improves the resulting lßß.

Mccallum also shows that, for p = 2, m[b1’Pc(2M)] S MS£(b1_I_q) if and

only if (n/2¤·z)(ßz - ßl )z < (1 — r_,_,_)‘·‘·, where Ilz is the correlation

coefficient between the two regressors and uses -
b_._,LS)

and sz

lto assess the usefulness of the PC estimator. However, this is not

recoumended because (bzlm
— b_,_’I$) may be a highly unreliable estimator

of (ßz — ß_,_) in the presence of multicollinearity [see vinod (1976 )] .

The first two criterla, the eigenvalue criterion and the t-value

criterion, would yield nearly identical results if the following condi-

tion is met:

1v„=>s„¢>...¤¤.„P=, (2.14)1 2

where Ryzjz is the squared sample correlation coefficient between y

and gj. Note that Ryzjz = xjaj,LS=, ;)=1, ..., p am-1 x, a a xp.

In such a case, the t test statistics (3.8) have the same order as

the elgenvalues so that the two criteria coincide when an appropriate

significance level is chosen. However, the condition (2.14) may not, in

general, hold for the canonical model (3.1), since the order of
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Ryzjz depends mainly upon the order of the unknown parameters, yj, j=1,

..., p. Note that, from (2.17),

+ cz, ;)=1, ..., p. (3.15)

vmen the condition (3.14) is violated, neither of the two criteria

should be used as a deletion criterion. Indeed, a criterion that also

considers the orientation of g will be followed. Purthermore, after

extending the MSE properties of the PC estimators, the various or1enta~

tions of the parameter vector will be investlgated in the following

sections.

3.1.3 New criterionz Unbiased Optimal Deletion criterion

The PC estimator results from applying the IS method to the reduced

set of orthogonally transfoxmed variables, that is, the principal com-

ponents. Since it is a biased estimator, it is necessary to consider

the MSE of gpc. The ISE matrix of gpc is, from (2.23)

¤*=¤¤¤(Epc) = E(L.>pc — E)(!pc — QY

= az vzA;*vz' + vz _qz_qz'vz'. (3.16)

In order for the IB! of gpc to be smaller than that of gps, the dif-

ference, MtxMSE(gI_g) — MtxMSE(gpc) must be positive semi-definite

[Toro-Vizcarrondo and Wallace (1968)]. Since the difference of the

two is

!4txMSE(g;$) — utxusz(gpc) = 6= vzA;*vz' -vz=

az Vz[^Ä" ° °°-Z S22:.] Vz'•
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it suffices to show that [Az'* - cr°* gaga.} is positive semi-definite,

that is,

[[11;- -
6‘= géz'] [ a 0, (3.17)

for any nonzero pxl vector g. Since the relationship (3.17) can be

rewritten as

n' '1
1 Az 1

by the Cauchy-schwarz inequality, the necessary and sufficient condi-

tion is given by

gz'Az gz 6 ¤=, (2.12)

or, equivalently,

fg,
Ajaj* 6 6*. (2.12)

j=I'+1

The condition (3.18) or (3.19) depends upon the number of deleted compo-

nents, the length of gz, and the magnitude of 0*. In other words, if

the deleted components have the squared length of the associated para-

meters in y_1°s exceed 0*, the MSE of the PC estimator will get larger

than that of the IS estimator. In such cases, the primary contribution

to the RGB for the PC estimator is due to the "squared·bias" term since

vzVz°g = Vzgz and, thus, the •'squared
bias••

= gz'Az gz =

gz°jgz. Similarly, if 0** is decreased then the MSE of the IS estimator

tends to be reduced so that the existence of bias will be a burden on

the ISB of the PC estimator. Note that this criterion does not have to

delete the component associated with the smallest eigenvalue. There-
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fore, the condition (3.19) can be rewritten as

JED
yjz 6 az, (3.20)

where D is the set of the indexes whose principal components are

supposed to be deleted. Since the unbiased estimators for the unknown

parameters, yjz, are, from (3.15),

732 = AjBj,I$z — Sl, (3.21)

the substitution of (3.21) into (3.20) results in

JED(Ajaj_I_•;z — sz) 6 sz. (3.22)

Thus, the inequality (3.22) can be used as a deletion criterion, named

the unbiasg oggimal deletion criterion. That is, based on this criter-

ion, delete those principal components, gj, j¢D for which (3.22) is

satisfied. The usefulness of the unbiased optimal deletion criterion

will be seen in Chapter 5.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, if the condition (3.20) holds, then

!BB(gpc) 6 HSE(}_>_;$). It can be easily shown by the graphic method for

p = 2. The PC estimator with gz being deleted is compared with the LS

estimator in Figure 3.1. Assuming Az >> Az, the Pc(2nd) estimator is

closer to g than the LS estimator, that is, l$(§pg) 6 MsF:(gLS) [equiva-

lently, 15E(gPc) 6 MS!:(g;$)] .

Since the necessary and sufficient condition (3.20) is dependent

upon the magnitudes of the yjz for j6D and 0*-, the orientation of the

unknown parameter vector and the size of 0 are closely related to the

evaluation of principal components analysis. The situations for which
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the usual PC estimator resulting from using either the eigenvalue cri-

terion or the t·value criterion does not improve over the IS estimator

will be introduced in the following section.

3.1.4 of Principal components Estimators

It has been mentioned in Section 3.1.2 that the order of the

unknown parameters yj is also important in determining which component

should be deleted in principal components regression. Since the magni-

true of yj is determined by and aj, the magnitudes of the aj are

sometimes crucial to achleve a proper PC estimator. For the simple

case, p = 2, the problem related to the PC estimator is delineated in

Figure 3.2. Note that the PC( 1st) estimator has the Snallest distance

from g among the three estimators: the LS, Pc( 2nd), and PC(18t) estima-

tors.

consider, now, the orientation of the unknown parameter vector in

terms of g or Q. since g = V°Q, the squared length of g, denoted by a

fixed constant C, is

_q'g = Q'Q = C. (3.23)

If the values of erh, . .. , ap which are associated with small

eigenvalues A1-+1, .. . , Äp are large in magnitude relative to the others,

then the PC estimator, through deletion of gl-+1, . . . , gp, will incur a

large MSE due to a large contribution to the "squared-b:I.as" component.

For illustrative purposes, consider the special case when p = 2.

'rhe matrix of the correlation form of the two regressors is
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_ [1 ru]
x x = ,

ru 1

where Ilz is the inner product of gl and gg:. Without loss of general-

ity, Ilz is assumed to be positive. The eigenvalues of x°X are 1 + ru

and 1 • ru with the matrix of the eigenvectors V, where

V = [ 1/E 1*07
V/V/3 - 1/wi

Assuan also that ru is close to 1, that is, there exists severe multi-

collinearity in this simple MLR model. Then, the usual PC estimxtor,

based on the eigenvalue criterion, may be obtained by deleting the

second principal component. Furthermore, the orientations of the

unknown parameter vectors in terms of g and Q, which satisfy (3.23),

are described as the circle in Figure 3.3. Then the specific g depicted

in Figure 3.3 may cause the regular PC estimator, Pc( 2nd), to be inap-

propriate in that MSE [Pc( 2nd)] > !¢BE[PC( 181:)] since the absolute value

of dz is relatively large compared to that of ai. However, in Figure

3.3 the exact range of the orientations for which the regular PC estian-

tor ls improper, cannot be found.

In order to investigate the performances of the PC estimator, the

corresponding orientation in terms of Z can be obtained by applying the

SVD. Since Z = A-*/lg, the orientation of Z corresponding to g lies on

the ellipse Z°A°*·Z = C in Figure 3.4. Note that the ellipse is associ-

ated with the circle 1n Figure 3.3, and the dotted lines represent

Yj = 2 G', j=1, 2.
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Assume that 6 is fixed such that

6 < (3.24)

where es/'XQE are the points of the ellipse at yz = 0. Then, three cases

of the condition (3.20) can be considered (see Table 3.1). First, when

Äzazz = yz* < 6* < y,* = Äldzz (a), which can be described by the chord

segments IN and QR in Figure 3.3, the deletion of gz improves estimation

of g in that mz[gpc(2nd)] < mz(_gI$). In other words, from (3.20), the

usual PC estimator, obtained through the deletion of the component asso-

ciated with the smallest elgenvalue, denoted by Pc( 2nd), will outperform

the LS estimator in terms of IBB.

secondly, 1f Azaz* < 6* < Azazz (b), then the PC(2hd) estimator

cannot have MSE as small as the IS estimator. The condition (3.20)

requires the deletion of the first principal component even though Az >

Az. since y_,_* < 6* < yz*, the order of Ryzj* will, on the average, be

as R.yzl* < Ryz: in this case. Thus any orientation of Z along the

chord segments OP and SP leads to the improvement of the PC(1St) estima-

tor over the LS estimator in terms of mz.

Finally, at the other chord segments (NO, PQ, RS, and 'lu), the

I3 estimator has smaller mz than any PC estimator since Az¤_,_* > 6*

and Az¤z* > 6* so that the deletion of any principal component cannot

guarantee smaller mz. This result can be expected by the fact that

the effect of multicollinearity may be eliminated by a relatively

small 6*. Note that as 6 is decreased, the range of the orientations

where PC estimation is preferred over IS estimation is also decreased,

In other words, in Figure 3.4, the lengths of segments, NO, PQ, RS, and
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Table 3.1 condition (3.20) with respect to Z

Proper
Condition Region Decision Result

(a) Y; < 6 < 7, MI and QR delete gz MSE[PC(2nd)] < MSE(I$)

(b) Y; < 6 < yz OP and ST delete gz HSE[PC(lBt)] < MSE(13)

(c) Y1 > 6 and vz > 6 !Ü·,PQ,RS, none smaller !ßE(IS)
and TM
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TM, for which the IS estimator outperforms the PC estimator will be

increased as 6 is decreased.

In fact, only when the true parameter vector, in terms of y, lie

on the limited chord segments, MG and QR, can the regular PC estimator,

that is, Pc(2nd) be used to combat the multicollinearity problem.

'lherefore, it is essential to examine the orientation of the parameter

vector along the ellipse.

Furthermore, the magnitude of 6 also affects the performnces of

the PC estimator. As long as
'6

is in the interval,

< 6 < s/TE [see Figure 3.5], (3.25)

there is no need to suspect the capabiity of the Pc( 2nd) estimator since

any orientation gg satisfies the condition 7;* < 6*. That is, first of
V

all, the second principal component should always be deleted under

(3.25). In addition, if 71* + 7;* < 6* then the trivial result that the

PC estimator is Q from (3.20) can be obtained by deleting both principal

components. This case is depicted by the chords, lu. and lll, in Figure

3.5. Therefore, for only the orientations along IM and M, the Pc(2nd)

is recounended, and for the other orientations along the ellipse the

Pc(2) should be used, where the Pc(2) refers to the PC estimator

resulted from deleting the last two principal components. 0n the other

hand, it is easily seen in Figure 3.6 that the trivial result is

achieved when the length of the true parameter vector, which 1s \@,

is shorter than that of the difference between the true parameter vector

and the IS estimated parameter vector. In fact, in Figure 3.6 the

length of gn is shorter than any length of am — g, gpq ZM) - g, and
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gmx lat) - g. It goes without saying that if

fü < 6 (3.26)

then the PC estimator should always be Q.

'lhus, the performances of the PC estimators depend upon not only

the orientation of the unknown parameter vector but also the magnitude

of o. However, in practice, the true parameters are unknown and unbi-

ased estimators would have to be substituted for them. The unbiased

estimtes of 7j*, 7;*, j=l, 2 can be utilized and the unbiased estimate

of g°g (= c), denoted by Cu, can be used to compare the magnitudes of s

and Note that, from (2.1.5), the unbiased estimate of c is

CU = §Ls•g[ß
-— SZ ä —£. (3.27)1-1 ^1

Therefore, for example, if the estimated inequality of (3.24),

s < \/TQTU (2.2a)

holds, the orders of 7;*, 7;*, and s* should be investigated to deter-

mine an appropriate principal component to be deleted as in (3.22).

It is important to compare the magnitudes of the 7j* and cr to

achieve a proper PC estimator which indeed improves the LS estimator in

MSI:. 'lhus, principal components regression should be carefully used

when the multicollinearity problem exists in the MLR model. Further-

more, when appropriate information 1s available, the PCt estimator with

a counon significance level, gym- in (3.9), can be adjusted and hence

Lmproved to be as good a PC estimator as the one suggested in this

section.
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3.1.5 The Adjusted Pct Estimator

Por some special situations, as discussed in the previous section

with p = 2, where the regular PC estimator would not apparently perform

well, the t·value criterion often falls to delete the appropriate prin-

cipal component because of the deterioration of the P tests (or t

tests). Therefore, for example, for the situations where the first

principal component should be deleted and the second one should not, the

Pc; estimator, based on a counon significance level, can be adjusted by

using different slgnificance levels. The resulting estlmator will coin-

cide with the PC(l8‘b) estimator.

In general, if some principal components are determined to be

deleted by the unbiased optimal deletion criterion, that ls, the set D

is fixed, then the significance levels for the hypotheses, Hoj: dj = 0,

for jeD can be chosen to be close to 0. On the other hand, the signifi-

cance levels for JGD are enhanced in order to confirm the retention of

the principal componentsgj, j¢D. 1*or example, for the indexes j¢D,

take ¢j from .0001 to .0005 and for j¢D, choose oj from .4 to .6.

Then, the t·value criterion adjusted by the different significance

levels will delete the same principal components as the unbiwed

optimal criterion. The resulting PCt estimator, termed the adjusted

Pig; estimator, can be defined as:

éapcr = [Y — !(-dj,dj)<¤_1,1.s>] 215. (3•29>

where dj = tj" s/s/E j=l,. ..., p, and the tj" are the critical values

corresponding to oj.

It can be shown that the different significance levels, oj, control
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the power of the test for each hypothesis. That is, as the significance

level is decreased, the power of test is also decreased. Since the

power of test for the test statistic Pj' = (tj° )z
[see (3.8)] with the

noncentrality parameter, nj = Ajajz/2o* is damaged due to either small

Aj or small aj, using low significance level forces the P test to be

less able to distinguish aj from 0 and hence, Hgj is more likely to be

accepted. The use of high significance level, on the other ham,

enhances the power of test and hence, the null hypothesis is more likely

to be rejected.

The appropriate significance levels play the key role of adjusting

the PCt estuvator. They can be determined subjectively, in practice,

via the discussions in the previous section. The different significance

levels will be used directly to define the so-called generalized PC};

estimator in Section 4.3.2.

While the problems discovered in the previous two sections will be

investigated again in Chapter 5 with simulated data sets, modified PC

estimators will be introduced which assign '•weights•' to the principal

components in subsequent sections of this dissertation. One such method

is the fractional rank estimator which is based on Marquardt's general-

ized inverse estimtion method. This method is discussed in the next

section.

3.2 Practional Rank Estimation

In some cases it is questionable to decide whether a particular

principal component would be used or not used in principal component

regression. A compromise solution is the use of the modified method of
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generalized inverse proposed by Marquardt (1970), which is known as the

fractional rank (PR) estimator. The practical use of the FR estimator

has been eammined by Hocking, speed, and Lynn (1976).

3.2.1 Practional Rank Estimator

Marquardt (1970) suggested that the assumption of an integral

number of deleted components may be too restrictive. He wrote that

°'1nspection of the eigenvalue spectrum usually suggests that there ls

no one rank clearly assignable to the natrix X. Rather, there is a

range of ranks that may be reasonable sho1ces.°' Thus, if the assigned

rank of X 1s assumed to be r*, where r S 1-* S r+1, then the generalized

inverse of X°X, denoted by (X°X)+, is

• + ".\.v • I*• I'
'(X X) = V1.^1.1.where

V, = [gl, .. . , gr]. Hence the fractional rank estimator of Q is

defined as:

gn = (X°X)+ X°y. (3.31)

Since, in this situation, the matrix of the eigenvectors of X°X is

V* = [V1 |gz-+_,_|0], where 0 is the px(p·r-1) zero matrix, the PR estim-

tor can also be written as:

EH! = V121.,IS

"'whereg,_,LS° = (a,,Ls, ..., az-,13). Purthermore, a useful and succinct

form of the PR estimator of g [Montgomery and Peck (1982) and Hocking

(1976)] is given by
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21-11 = (1 ·· ¢) ér,LS + <= éz-+;,16- (3-32)

WhB't8 C = t*— I and gj,Lg' = (BLJS, ..., BJJS, O, ..., O), f0I' j = t

and r+1.

‘l*hus, the PR estimator of g, ggg is obtained by asslgning the

positive deoimal value of the rank of X to the (!‘+1)Bt element of

am, ar+,__IS, while retaining the first r principal components in the

analysis. 'merefore, lt seems to be reuonable because only the

specific component in question, gz-,._,_, receives a fraotion rather than

zero (delete the component) or one (retain the component).

However, in practice, use of gn requires that the values r and
r‘

be determined. Some suggestions are given in the next section.

3.2.2 Choices of r and o

By considerlng a general class of blased estimators, Booking,

Speed, and Lynn (1976) set up a framework for determining the values

of r and c in computing the PR estimator. A class of biased estimators

of g can be defined as:

g= aj
gj_;_$,

(3.33)
j=1

where dj are constants to be determined and
gj';_S°

= (ahts, ...,

3J,I$, 0, .°.., 0), j=1, ..., p. Aooording to the definition of gj_IS,

(3.33) is equivalent to

g = saß, (2.2/.)

where E = D:Lag(e,_, ..., ep) and ej = igjdi. Por example, § = als if dl,
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..., dp are chosen as 0, ..., 0, 1.

It is natural to consider the IB! of §,

P Bj P
us1:(§)=¤¢ L — + L (1-e)¢¤=. (3.35)J=1 ^J .1=1 J j

Then different sets of the constraints on dj's (or ej's) yield various

types of estimators. The PR estimator (3.32) requires the following

set of the constraints:

dr + du; = 1 and dj = 0, for j ;¢ r, r+1 (3.36)

Therefore, substituting (3.36) into (3.35) and minimizing it with

respect to dz„+_,_ results in

Ä + G
+^x~•·1°‘r+1‘/°‘ "’ 1

which is equal to c in (3.32) since ez-+1 = dx-+1.

Hocking, speed, and Lynn also suggested a method for the choice of

r. They recounended that r- could be chosen as the value for which

IB!(gR) 1s minimized, subject to (3.36) and (3.37), with respect to

r. The !B!(g_pR) subject to (3.36) and (3.37) is

14sz(yR) = az Aj'1«j=j=l
j%2

= ¤'z[ ä Aj°1· - ä (1 -— 1'jz)Aj”1· — (1 + ‘I'r+,_z)°‘1·Ä!-+,_°‘*]
j=1 j=r+2

P
= MSB(g._Ls) - ¤=[j_§_+2(1

— 1'jz)Aj'1 + (1 + ·r,,+,_=)'*~>.,-,,;*1,

(3.38)
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where TJ! = AJaJz/of. Thus, from (3.38), it is learned that the

improvement of an over als in lü relies on the values of ·rJz,

j = r+l, . . . , p. In particular, if the assigned rank is actually in the

interval [p-1,p], then the PR estimator has always maller lßß than the

IS estimator since the second term in the block of (3.38) is always

positive. Purthermore, if

, P
·rJ*<1, for some j br-I·2 and r ¤Nax Z (1-·rJ*)AJ'-‘ (3.39)

. r j=r+2

then the PR estimator with r = r° and c [see (3.37)] has minlmmu ml:

among all of the FR estimators. Note that, in a special case where

the ·rJ*'s (or, equivalently AJdJ¢'s) are ordered as

”
1-l¢a... ÖTPZ,

the optimal value of r can be easily determined at r = r° for which

·rr•+zz < 1, where rl-•+z‘ is the largest 1*Jz such that ·rJ¢ < 1.

since the values of ·rJ¢ are unknown, the LS estlmates of oJ and

· 0-* can be substttuted in ·rJ*. However, the fact that QLS may not be

reliable suggests re-estimating c from the new estimate of g obtained

from (3.32) and hence iterating this procedure until convergence is

achieved. Note that the initial value of r, rg is chosen by inspection

of (3.38), that is,

ro = xex[ E (1 — TJ ls=)AJ'*],r _1=r+2
'

where ·rJ•lsz = AJ
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The FR estimator assigns the fraction (3.37) to a specific com-

ponent (grh) through minimization of the !6E(gyR). 'lhe fraction is

nothing but the (r+1)st optimal fraction in the following chapter

[see (4.11)] . Purthermore, the PR esttmator may be sensitive to the

starting values and, therefore, can be lmproved by iteration.

In particular, since Marquardt's generalized inverse is mainly

determined by the magnitudes of the small eigenvalues, this estimation

method does not seem to be appropriate unless the order of the ·yJ

corresponds to the order of the AJ and only one principal conponent is

in question. However, the concept of the fraction to the (r+1)8t

component is valuable for extending further modifications of principal

components analysis.



CHAPTER FOUR

FMCTIONAL PRINCIPAL OOMPONENTS ANALYSIS

'lhe alternative estimation techniques to the IS method that are

presented in this dissertation result in biased estimators. Most of

these estimators have utilized the eigenvalue decomposition (or the

singular value decomposition) in order to combat the problem of uulti-

collinearity. A general form that encompasses most of these biased

estimators will be considered in this chapter. In particular,

primipal components analysis can be generalized by applying different

weights to the different principal components. The weights are deter-

mined by the importance of the individual principal component in

improving the $3 of the I5 estimator. Thus, a mw class of alter-

natives to the LS estimator will be introduced, the class of fractional

principal components estimators.

4.1 class of Practional Principal components Estimators

The concept of the fractional principal components (PPC) estimator

is closely related to that of the shrinkage estimator in the canonical

form of the MLR model. While both estimators shrink the length of the

LS estimted vector of the parameters toward the origin, the PPC esti-

mator accomplishes this by taking different portions of the individual

principal components. In addition, the effects of the orientation of

the parameter vector and the magnitude of 6 on the ridge estimator, one

of the PPC estimators, will be demonstrated in Section 4.1.3, as it has

been done for the PC estimator in Section 3.1.4.

65
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4.1.1 Definition of the Practional Principal Components Estimator

In the canonical form, the HLR model (3.1) can be written as:

2 = ZE + s

= Z1" Pg + E

= ZPS? + E- (’•·1)

where Zp = ZP°, Q = Pg, and P is a diagonal matrix whose diagonals are

in [0,1]. Note that P is a fixed diagonal matrix and, in fact, P' is

a generalized inverse of P. Then, each principal component, gj, is

weighted by the ju" diagonal element of P'. The LS estimator of Q is

= Féxs

Thus, the class of the PPC estimators is one whose typical member is of

the form,

_ ävpc = Féxs- (4-2)

where P = Diag(f_,,' ..., fp) and 0 G fj G 1, j=1, ..., p. The diagonal

matrix P is temed the fraction matrix and the diagonals fj are called

the fractions. Note that the class of PPC estimators is a specific

class of linear transforms of gu; introduced in section 2.4.2 because

of the restrictions (0 G fj G 1).
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Table 4.1 Various Biased Estimators Bxpressed As Practional
Principal conponents Estimators

Practions

IS E; = ... = fp = 1

Ridge EJ = Aj/(Aj + k), Eor all j

G. Ridßé Ej = Aj/(A3 + kj), Eor all j

Baranchik EJ = (1 — c ss/gLs°A gLS)+, for all 3

Sclova f;=...=E;-=l, fz-+,_=...=fp=(1—c/Fz°)+

PC f_L=...=fI-=1,fz-+,_=...=fp=0

fl. = ••• = fr = lv fr+1 = ^r+1“r+1z/(^r+1‘*x~+;z + °°z)•
FR

fr+z=
•••
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The class of PPC estimators is a rich class of estimators that

includes the LS, ridge, generalized ridge, Baranchik, Sclove, principal

components, fractional rank estimators and others. Table 4.1 displays

the fractions associated with the estimators discussed so far. The

fraction matrix of the IS estimator is, of course, the identity

matrix. 'l‘he fractions of the ridge estimator can be easily obtained by

considering the ridge estimator of an
4

ag = (A + x1)'*· z'g

= (A + kI)-iA am.

‘

Thus take PR = (A + kl)-'1'A. Similarly, the jth diagonal element of the

generalized ridge estimator is fJ = AJ/( AJ + kJ) where kJ is the jth

diagonal nt of K. The Baranchik estimator has simple uniform

fractions for each principal component. The sclove estimator assigns

two different values of fractions to the two subsets of the components,

respectively. That is, one of them is 1 to the first r components and

the other is the same shrinkage factor, (1 — c/1"z° )+, to the remaining

(p-r) components. The PC estimator applies 1 to the first r components

and 0 to the rest. Pinally, the fractional rank estimator attaches a

fraction between 0 and 1 only to the (1*+1)Bt component which might be on

the border for deletion among the principal components.

As mentioned earlier, the uniform fractions such as in am, aß do

not seem to be reasonable since they imply that the principal compo-

nents are equally weighted in estimating the parameters. Thus, when

the multicollinearity problem exists in the model (4.1), the uti1iza·
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tion rates of the principal components, or, the fractions should be

different. The ridge and generalized ridge estimators have different

fractions for the components to combat multicollinearity.

Purthermore, it is also interesting to consider the order of the

fj. Since the optimal value of fj, which will be derived in the next

section, is f_1° = yjz/(yjz + cz), the order of the fractions may depend

upon the order of the yj. Thus, the order of the fractions for the

ridge estimator, f,_ ä . . . ä fp, is not appropriate to some situations

since the orientation of the parameter vector is unknown. It should be

noted, therefore, that the of the fractions is not a

requirement for the PPC estimators. Note that the fractions of the

generalized ridge estimator do not have to be ordered. In fact, under

certain orientations of Q (or g) it is desirable to have fractions

which are not ordered as for the ridge estimator. This important con-

cept will be seen in more detail in Chapter 5.

4.1.2 Properties and mctensions of PPC Estimators

It has been shown that various types of biased estimators can be

characterized by different assignments of the fractions of the fraction

matrix.

several properties of the PPC estimator will now be presented.

Pirst of all, the PPC estimators are biased except when all the

fractions are 1. Since

B(§.1*Pc)=?§=S··(!—F)S•
l

it follows that the bias is
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—(I—P) g. (4.3)

The covariance matrix of gym is

Var(_aypc) = ¤·‘PA°*P. (4.4)

Moreover, the matrix form of MSE(gppC) is

MtxlBE(g·ypC) = crzPA°*·E' + (I - E') gn g°(I — P). (4.5)

Parallel to the condition (3.18), therefore, the condition for which

Mt1¢BE(gLS)— Mtx!BE(gppc) (4.6)

is positive semi -defin:I.te can be obtained by showing that

~
A'-‘·(I—P'*)—0·'z(I -1*) gg°(I -1*)

is positive semi-definite. consequently, the necessary and sufficient

condition is

g'A(: - r)‘(x - r*)'_q e 6*. (4.7)

Note that (I -
P'-).

is a generalized inverse. Note also that when

f,= =fr=l a.nd fz-+L= =fp=0, as·1nthecaseforthePc

estimator, the condition (4.1) is equivalent to (3.18).

According to the fraction matrices in Table 4.1, the conditions

for the biased estimators are sumnarized in Table 4.2. since the frac-

tion matrix of the ridge estimator is PR = (I + kA"·)°",

(I — 1*1;*) = I - (I + kA'·‘·)-2,

and
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Table 4.2 Various Necessary ard Sufficient conditions (4.7)

Corditions (4.7)

Ridge kg°A(2l\ + 1:1)-; g 6 6*

G. Ridge g'KA(2A + x)‘-‘· g 6 6*

Baranchik (1 — c SS/gIS°A gLS)+ g°A g 6 6*

Sclove (1 gz 6 6*

PC
gz•Az

gz 6 6*

FR
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-1 _ -1 -l
(1-1*11) = [I-(I+kA*>] „

the inequality of (4.7) can be aimplified, by considering the indivi-

dual diagonals, as

kg'A (ZA + kI)"· g 4 6*. (4.8)

The condition for the generalized ridge eatimator is similarly obtained

with the diagonal matrix K. For the Sclove estimator, since the shrink-

age factor (1 — c/l*1° )"' is 0 when 1 4 (c/F1') so that the condition is

identical to that for the PC estimator. Thus, when 1 > (c/FZ' ), the

necessary and sufficient condition is

s'^ (1 — Psc>°(1·—
1'sc‘>“2

= 2z°^z[1 - (1 — ¤>1]°[1 — (1 — ¤>‘1]“2z

= 5% 4 ¤=„

where g = (c/Fz°) < l. Finally, the condition for the fractional rank

estimator is easily found as

(1 •· E +
)z ,

!z( 1:*+.1) 4 oze
(1 ’

fr+.1. )

where g1(1-+1)° = (61-+1, ..., ap) and Ap).

In particular, the condition (4.7) can be demonstrated graphically

for the ridge estimator in a manner similar to that for the PC eati-

mator in Section 3.1.4 when p = Z. This will be discussed in the

fol loving section.

From another viewpoint, the ßßßppc) ia
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3 ppg = O' —
- G 1 .9Ems: > =¥:° fJz+ äu s>= = u.>

The set of the fractions, fl, ..1, fp, implies that there is, indeed, a

componentwise trade—off between the "var1ance°° and "squared ·b1as" parts

in (4.9). That is, as EJ —> 0, Var(ai,p·pc) —> 0 and B1as*(ai,ppc) —>

aj*. If fj -> 1, then V8!°(Bj’ppg) —-> Var(a_1,LS) and B:I.as*(a_1,ppc) —> 0.

In conjunction with Table 4.1, comparisons of the blased estima-

tion methods in terms of their "variance" and "squared·bias" components

are made in Table 4.3. Note that the "squared-bias" components depend

upon the unknoum regression coefficient parameters and not at all upon

the population variance 6*.

Pinally, the optimal values of the fractions are obtained by

minimizing M8B(gppc) with respect to the fj' = . Tnus, evaluating

allsugypc)/afj = 0 simultaneously for _1=1, ..., p, provides

fJ° =61*
+ 6*/AJ

= ——-— = . . . . 0
^¤“=‘

1 1 . 1A a z +
6zI I I PI ( )

.1 J

where fj° denotes the optimal jth fraotion. Note that the fj° are such

that 0 6 fj° < 1. With the fj°, the minimum of the !BE(gppc) can be

decomposed as:

Z P
ÄJGj‘

P ¤"Gj*
(4 1.1( )

j=1 (Äjüjz + GZ) j=l (Äjajz + U:)
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Table 4.3 Dscomposition of Various Forms of 1BE(a_ppC)

Component "Squared-B1as" Component

LS 6* 1: 1:)**
°

Ridge cz 1: 1.1/(xi + kß xz 2 aj!/(Aj + x)=

G. Ridgé dz E AJ/(Aj + kj )z E KJ: cxj*/(Aj + kj )z

Baranchik 0’z(1 — C (1 —C1*

_ P _ PSclove 6* Bkj *+¤’*(1—|)*ZAj‘* 3*}:63*1 1*+1 1*+1

1* Ppc 6* 2 AJ-; 1: af
1 *:+1

! PFR dz E
Aj°‘·

+ dz(11
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Note that the !•¤ZNMSE(gypc) is the weighted sum of the Var(
aj_I$)

with

the weights fj°, that is, from (4.11),

P az Äjdjz P O-ZMINMSE(gppg) = E E f (4.12)_1=1 ^3 [(>.j¤j= + ¤¢) 3=1 J A3

Purthermore, by using fj° = 1 — (1 — fj°), (4.12) can be rewritten as

Jpc = —· — ¢ i—
1=1 ^1 1=1 ^1

= ggg - 6 ·. 4.13mm > *11; 1 — fJ°
< >1=1 ^1

'rherefore, the quantity cf tjgl (1 - fj°)/Aj is the maximum amount of

the reduction in ISB when the PPC estimator is used rather than the

LS estimator, due to multicollinearity. Note that the quantity is

always nonnegative for 0 4 fj4 1, j=1, ..., p. '1'hus, the restrictions

(0 4 EJ 4 1) are reasonable.

However, the theoretical, optimal fraction matrix cannot be used

in practice since the f_1° in (4.10) contain the unknown parameters aj.

If estimates for these unknowns, for example, aj_;_•;, j=1, ..., p, and

sz, are used then the resulting estimates of the fj° depend upon y and

hence, (4.9) is not valid (obenchain, 1975). Purther discussions

related to the esttmation of the fj° will be discussed later in this

chapter.

4.1.3 Problems of Ridge Estimator

In the previous section, the necessary and sufficient condition
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for the ridge estimator to have smaller MSE than the IS estimator is

given in (4.8). Therefore, as has been done in Section 3.1.4, the

effects of the orientation of the unknown parameter vector and the

variance 6* to the ridge estimator can be illuminated when p = 2.

First of all, since 7 =
A‘-/*

g, the condition for the ridge

estimator can be rewritten in terms of 7 as:

7°(2k'·‘·A + 4 6*. (4.14)

Note that k is an arbitrary positive fixed constant. Assuming the

squared norm of 7 is given as fg = C°, where C° is fixed, if

x/c' <¤\/1+ 2}.:/k (4.15)

then the ellipse 7°(2k"·A + I)°‘7 = 6* includes the circle Z'! = c' so

that the ridge estimator improves over the IS estimator in MSE for any

7. This is shown in Figure 4.1, where the ellipse takes values on the

7, and 7; axss of t ¤\/ 1 + ZA;/k and t 6\/ 1 + ZA;/K. respectively.

If the norm of 7 lies,

ox/1+27.:/In 4 < as/1+2}.,/k (4.16)

[see Figure 4.2], then for only the limited orientations, along the

chords ST and UV which satisfy (4.16), the ridge estimator can be

reconmended instead of the IS estimator. It should be emphasized

that when the inequality (4.16) holds, the IS estimator for any

parameter vector from
'l‘U

and VS of the circle outperforms the ridge

estinator even though there exists the multicollinearity problem. Note

that the points S, T, U, and V are found by solving the two

simultaneous equations, 7°(2k'*A + I)'* 7 = 6* and fx = C'. 'lhe
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ßz

Y1 Y;

l + ZÄL/KUV 1 + ZÄzfk
\·‘

z°(2k°·‘·A +
I)•"z

= cz

"

cl

ßx.

Pigutc 4.1 Ellipsa of (4.14): V C' < ¤V 1 + ZA:/k
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ßz

Y; Y;

..-\___,.(1 + 2}.1/):)*/26

(1 gz

0 °*

V

Figure 4.2 Ellipse of (4.14): ¤J 1 + 2A,_/k < J c' < cJ 1 + 2A,_/k
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coordinates of the four points are

xc° x xt [°z"2A,+k]/ [2>.z+k"2>„,+x]]*
('*‘“)

respectively.

Furthermore, if the ellipse is inside the fixed circle [see Figure

4.3], that is,

ox/1+2>.,_/k ¢ (/c', (4.18)

then the ridge estimator should not be used. In other words, when the

ratio (c°/cz), which is called the signal-to-noise ratio, is very large,

the IS estimtor does work well. ,_
n

In add1t1.on, consider the generalized ridge estimator. Since the

fractions for the generalized ridge estimator are, from Table 4.1,

^1fj,GR = Wr J=1• •••e Pe (‘•J-9)

and the optimal values for kj [Hoerl and Kennard [19700:)]] are

cz
kj = G-F, j=l, ..., p, (4.20)

the optimal fractions for the generalized ridge estimator, fj,GR° are

exactly the same as the optimal Eractions in (4.10). Note that

f
° =

Äj
j=1 p (4 21),1 ,GR , • • • , . .

Hence, the theoretical generalized ridge estimator is equivalent to the

optimal PPC estimator.
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ßz

Y; Y;

‘
V ¢' —-/*•

GV 1 + 2}.;/k

B1. .

Figure 4.3 Ellipse of (4.14): oV 1 + 2}.1/k 6 (/ C'
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Therefore, from (4.13), it is concluded that the theoretically

optimal generalized ridge estimator always outperforms the IS esttmator

for any orientation of the parameter vector and value of cz. This may

be a great merit of the generalized ridge estimator even though the sub-

stitutions of estimates for the unknown parameters in (4.20) may not

guarantee the minimum MSE. Thus, appropriate estimation methods for

the fj° will be discussed after the graphical demonstration of

minimization of the IBE(§pc)•

4.2 llinimization of (gppc)

The concept of the minlmization of the MSI!.'(gpPc) with respect to

the fractions will be illustrated graphically. Since there are often

some situations where some biased estimation techniques do not perform

well, as discussed in Section 3.1.4 and the previous section, some new

estimation techniques will be proposed in this section.

4.2.1 Review of Minimization of l&(gpPg) via Graphs

The minimization of the Mslugppc) has provided the optimal frac-

tions as in (4.10). The optimal fractions can also be obtained by mini-

mizing the difference of the MSE(gLs) and the MSB(gppc), denoted by A.

Thus, it will be useful to express A as:

A = ¤$E(§rs) — *¤!(&1¤pc)

= Gag (1 - fjz) Aj"· — IE
(1 — fj)z Gjz

J=1 J=l

= AL — Az,
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wnere A1 = d! 1::]; (1 — £j!)>.j‘! and Az = 1: j£1(1 — fj)! aj!. Note

that A1 is the reduction amount of the °'variance°' part.

It is of interest to investigate the contributions of the indivi-

dual principal component to A,_ and Az. Denote the °'variance" reduction

part and the •'squared··b1as" part of the jth component by Alj and Azj,

respectively. Then

A*j = a!(1 — fj!) >.j'!, 3=1, ..., p, (4.22)

and

Azj = (1 - fj)! aj!, ;)=1, ..., p. (4.23)

Since Alj and Azj are parabolas of fj, it is convenient to graphically

compare the individual contribution to A by graphs. 'lwo representative

cases determined by the magnitudes of cr!/Aj and aj! are shown in Figure

4.4.

In the case that cr!/Aj > aj! [Figure 4.4(a)] , deleting the jth

principal component, equivalently, fj = 0 results in a reduction of Aj

since Aj(= Alj — Azj) is positive. In the case that ¤·!/Aj < aj!

[Figure 4.4(b)], reversely, the deletion of the jth principal component

leads AJ to be negative so that the jth component needs to be retained

in the analysis. As long as Alj > Azj, from Figure 4.4, the use of the

fraction will be beneficial to the reductlon of the MSB( aj";). Note

that thé maxillult Azj) OCCUIS at fj° = Ajujz/(Ajdjz + dz) as

in (4.10). Furthermore, since the two parabolas meet at fj = (Ajaj! —

a!)/(Ajaj! + cr!) and 1, the range of fj for Alj > Azj is
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^¤i·^=.1

0-Z

^1
/

‘___Az]
dj:

*1-1· fj° 1. Ali

Figure 4./•(a) Parabolas A11 and Azj: cz/Aj > ajz

^»1·^=1

^1

- *1. 1
fi!) NAlj

Figure l•.4(b) Parabolas Alj and Au: cz/Aj < ajz
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< fj < 1. (4.24)
Äjajz + O-Z

The above condition is exactly the same as the condition, presented by

Blight (1971), on the shrinkage factor for improvement over the un-

biased estimator. However, the condition (4.24) should be changed to

Aj¤j* — 6*lI\3X[O, < fj < 1 , ($.25)

since a negative fraction is not allowed in the fraction matrix.

Apparently, the optimal fraction fj° lies in the interval of (4.25).

In practice, one needs to estimate the fj°. Since the fraction

matrix of the generalized ridge estimator is just the optimal fraction

matrix [see (4.21)], the fj° may be estimated iteratively just as the

kj are estimated by iteration [see section 2.2.2].

4.2.2 Iterative PPC Estimator with PC Bstimate

It is of interest to see that the iterative estimation of the

optimal fractions can be described by the iteration of the kj as in

(2.34). By substituting the iterative device (2.34), initiated with

the Is estimates, into the optimal fractions, the iterative estimates

of the optimal fractions can be obtained. Consequently, the resulting

estimator, that is, the iterative (optimal) PPC estimator with IS

starting values, is just the iterative generalized ridge estimator.

Note that the iterative scheme of the optimal fractions is

sj¤<*=+=) = —..JLT., t=o, 1, 2, (4.26)
M + ¤=/[=M.¤¤<*>}‘
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with the initial value fj°(‘-) = Aj/( Aj + sz/ajhgsz), where sf is the

residual mean square error. The iteration continues until convergence

is achieved.

However, though the tßt of the iterative PPC estimator with IS

starting values is smaller than that of the LS estimator, the problem

is hcv close is the resulting !ßt(gppc) to the HIN§E(§._ypc) of (4.12).

Therefore, because of the harmful effects of multicollinearity on gu.;

and the crucial role of the starting values, it may be fruitful to use

some appropriate biased estimates as initial values. Por example, if

the Pc estimates are considered as the initial values, then the

iterative scheme (4.26) becomes

AJj'
M + (¤*1<°>/[M<‘=>l‘”

Z^j[‘j‘”’]
... . . .. „,

when [„z](*=)
= [Z - zé(t)]' [2 - zä(t)]/(n-p), gt) 1e the estmate ef .

g at the tth iteration, and g(°) = gpc. Ncte that the subscript PCI

refers to "use of the individual PC estimate as the starting value".

The final resulting estimator, denoted by gxppcr, with the

limiting fraction matrix, l*pcI°, is

EIFPCI = Y'PcI° éx.s• (4.28)

where P'pcI* = Di3¢(fl,pgI*, .•., fp·PQI*)g fj’pgI* = limt [fj,pgI(t)],

j=1, .. . , p. The estimator gxppcl, termed the iterative PPC estimator
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with individual PC estimates as the starting values, has the character-

istic that if the kth principal component is determined to be deleted

[see Qzapter 3], then the limiting value of the kth fraction, fk' is

zero. Therefore, the IFPCI estimator is formed from the coubined

concept of the PC estimator and the iterative generalized ridge

estinator.

Purthernore, the iterative ridge estimator in section 2.2.1 can be

equivalently described by using an iteration scheme in computing the

fractions. Since the fractions for the ridge estimator are

^1fj,R Ps (4•29)

and a reasonable choice for k, suggested by Hoerl, Kennard, and Baldwin

(1975), is the harmonic mean of the kj, that is,

- 2k - gg
, (4.30)

the iterative ridge estimator can be obtained by iterating the frac-

tions with substituting (4.30) in (4.29). '1'he iterative fractions of

the ridge estimtor are

A£j,R(*=**) = .........l2...· t=o, 1, 2, ..., (4.21)
AJ + p gz/ERUÜ ERUZ)

where ggü) is the ridge estimate of g at the tth iteration with

saw) = ers
comparing (4.31) with (4.26), the difference is that the

t'J,GR(t"'*) [equivalently, fJ°(t"'*· )] uses the jth estimated coefficient

in the place of af and, in contrast, the fj,R(t"‘*) utilizes
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for af, j=1, ..., p. Note that is the

arithmetic average of the [a_-]'R(t)]z. Thus, the iterative ridge est:Lma·

tor is not only based on the iteration of the forms of the optimal frac-

tions but obtained by using a different starting value.

Similar to the definition of the (4.27), another iterative scheme

related to (4.31) that can be developed by utilizing the appropriate PC

estimate of g as the starting value, is

*1q,pcV<‘=+#> = —————————-, t=o, 1, 2, ..., (4.32)
AJ + p [gä-}(t)/é(*=)'g(t)

where the subscript PCV refers to "use of the PC estimated vector as

the starting value". Thus, with the limiting values of (4.32), the

estimator gtypcq, the iterative PPC estimator with the vector of PC

estimates as the starting value, can be defined as:

érvpcv = ¥'pcv° 2r.s• (/••33>

Wh8I'8 FPcV* = Dia»z(fx’Pcv*, •••, fp’pgV*), fj’PQV* = lillt [fj•pcv(t)],

j=l, . . . , p.

In surmary, the four estimators in this section are based on the

different estimates of the optimal fraction matrix. From heuristic

results, the IPPCI and IFPCV estimators may be more reasonable than the

iterative ridge and generalized ridge estimators, respectively. An

empirical comparison of these estimators will be made in Section 5.2.2.

In the following section, several new members of the class of the

PPC estimators will be elaborately defined by revisiting the Bayesian

interpreted James—Ste1n estimator and the adjusted PCt estimator and

combining these two concepts.
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4.3 New Members of the Class of PPC Estimators

The Bayesian interpretation, applied in Section 2.3.1, to the stein

estimator can also be used to define a generalized Bayesian interpreted

James-Stein estimator that is a member of the class of PPC estimators.

Also, further investigation of the adjusted Pct estimator provides the,

so-called, generalized PC, estimator.

4.3.1 The Ceneralized Bayesian Interpreted James~Stein Estimator

If a prior distribution of g, of the form,

a (4.34)

is assumed, where Da = D1ag[6,L*, . . . , 6,p*] , then the generalized

sayeslan interpreted James—ste·ln (CBJS) estimator is defined as:

écsss = Pcaeas am (@35)

where PGBJS = Diag(fl+, ..., fp+), fj+ = max(0, 1 - s*/Aj aj,ls*), for

all j.

This result can be proved by utilizing the steps similar to those

emplcyed in Section 2.3.1. Uing the prior (4.34), the sayes estimator

of gr, with the expected quadratic loss, is

ass = (6* z'z + 0,* (6* z'z QLS + 0,* z'z as)

= (6*: + 0,*)°‘ (6* als + 0,* go).

Then, the jth element of ass is
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aajz az
¤j,cs=;z·7·;;?¤j,xs+;—·„;x;z¤3,o• J=l•

---„ P-

By taking
cxJ_o

= 0 for a11 j, it follows that

auf-

-
¤‘

pnNowit can be shown that the unbiased estimator of [cz + call!] 1s
AJ aJ,;a!. The proof is as fouows:

l

Define a matrix, AJ(0), as

AJ(0) = ¤1ag(0, ..., 0, AJ, 0, ..., 0), j=1, ..., p.

Then the expectation of can be written as

EU;=

E[g'AJ(0) g + gz A°·‘·AJ(O) A'! z';].

since E[g°l\J(O)g] = t:[¤„ A'*AJ(O)] and s[gz A‘!AJ(o)A‘=z'a] =

tr[c* A'-‘·AJ(0)], it follows that E(AJ aJ•Ia*) can be rewritten as

s(AJ alma!) = c! + ¤„j!, _1=1, ..., p. (6.27)

Therefore, from (4.36), a generalized James-Stein estimator of ¤J is
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obtained by substituting A1 abt;} for [cz + crajz] and replacing cz by

sz gives

-
sz

-8j’GJB ·- [1 — Bj'};. j—1, ..., p. (4.38)

Prom (4.38), since (1 -
sz/Aj ajlsz) could be negative, (4.35) is

achieved by taking max[o, 1 — sz/AJ aj'LSz].

'lhe @.73 estimator can also be obtained by means of minimizing the

cp-like statistic for fractional principal components regression (4.1).

The cp statistic, presented by German and Toman (1966), is the estimate

of the standardized total squared error, that is,

SScp = gz-
— (n·2p), (4.39)

where SS is the residual sum of squares. Purthermore, Mallows (1973)

developed a CP-like statistic for ridge regression. It is possible to

develop a CP-like statistic for PPC regression by using the reparametri-

zation model (4.1). The CP-like statistic for PPC regression, denoted

by Cr, turns out to be

¢p = 2*=r(¤1=·) — ¤ + Q (¤·P). (4.40)

where Hp = zPA'zz° and SSI: = (Z — ZP'°‘·_ap,LS)°(y - ZP'°*-g·,I$) [the proof

of this result is deferred to Appendixl . Note that (4.40) becomes cp

in (4.39) when P = I. Then, by minimizing Cp with respect to P, the

optimal values of the fj are

=
—· ·l-—z

= • • • .f 1
°z

3 1 p (6 41)j Äj aj JS
• • • e
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which are identical to the shrinkage factors in (4.38). Therefore, the

GBJS estimator is obtained by using the fractions (4.41).

This estimator seems to be appealing since the fractions in (4.35)

may have different values, while the Bayesian interpreted James-stein

estimator (2.47) and the Baranchik estimator (2.49) have constant

fractions or, in other words, a uniform shrinkage factor. The GBJS

estimator is also an extended version of the Sclove estimator (2.53)

which allows only two different shrinkage factors, 1 and (1 — c/1*;*
)+.

Noticeably, the shrinkage portion, sz/Aj aj_IS* is the reciprocal

of the squared t-test statistic (or, equivalently 1/Fj°) for the null

hypothesis Hg}! aj = 0. Thus,

fj,GB_·;s=0, if Fj' 61,

= 1 — iq-, if
Fi.

> 1. (4.42)**1
In other words, (4.42) inplies that the 3**** principal component is

deleted when the associated value of Fj° is less than 1, that is,

delete the
3**** principal couponent if

PJ.
= G 1.

When the null hypothesis Hoj is rejected, the
3*** fraction will be

(1 - 1/Pf )·

The fraction (1 - 1/Fj°), which is shown in Figure 4.5, directly

utilizes the value of the F test statistic which is sensitive to the

problem of uulticollinearity as discussed in Section 2.1.3. Thus,

these fractions may not provide improved estimates over the IS estimates
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Figure 4.5 Fraction of GBJS Estimaters (1 — 1/Fj°)
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in terms of lßß. Purthermore, the common significance level, oc, for

all the hypotheses, Hoi: aj = 0, j=1, ..., p, is determined as

¢„ = P[P,_'n-p a 1], (4.43)

where 1",_,n-p is the P-distributed variable with the degrees of freedom,

1 ard (n·p). Note that (4.43) is a special case of (2.55) when 7 = p-1

and c = 1/(n-p) and the value oc, is no less than .25 for any value

(n-p) from the P tables. The detezmination of the comuon o, is also

inappropriate by the similar argument to the adjusted PC estimator [see

Section 3.1.5].

In the following section, by investigating the flaws of the GBJS

estimator ard the adjusted PCt estimator, another new member of the

class of the PPC estimators will be proposed.

4.3.2 The Generalized Pct Est-imator

The fractions for the GBJS estimator are determined by the pro-

cedures of the testing hypotheses with the ccumuon significance level,

oc,. However, the coumnon significance level in (4.43) is not appro-

priate at all since it is determined by only the value, (n-p). In

addition, when Pj° > 1, the values of the fractions are functions of

the Pj° whose values may be deteriorated due to multicollinearity. Por

the adjusted PCt estimator, on the other hand, although tm use of the

different significance levels is reasonable to some situations as

discussed in Section 3.1.5, its fraction is either 0 or 1. since the

significance levels are subjectively chosen, the decision for some

principal components, either deletion or retention, may mislead the
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performance of the adjusted PCt estimator.

AB discussed in this chapter so far, some fractions whose values

are in the interval [0,1] can be utilized to obtain an improved esti-

mator. 'lhus, the Pct estimator can be generalized by choosing the

different significance levels [the adjusted PCt estuator] and defining

the different fractions in the interval [0,1].

consider, now, that the jth fraction is a function of the Fj°.

For example, the value fj, can be deternined by the linear function of

the Fj° as in Figure 4.6. The broken straight line deternines the

fractlon for the jth principal component, denoted by fj•GpcT, as:

fj,Gpg1• = O, f0!‘ PJ.
< F¢j;_‘_,n.p,

x +
1 — $3

1·· 'j
1'.¤¤os;.1.,n·p"l"¢•j;l,n-p J

°

f°r '¢j;1.,n-p
‘

?j' < P.ooos;1.,n-pe

= 1,

Fi.whereKj is the intercept at Bj.
= 0. The Kj is nothing but

K 1
1 —

F= — —————-l n- .J P

Note that the subscript GPCT refers to °'the generalized principal compo-

nent based on the t-value cr1ter1on.•• The value fj•GgcT can be regarded

as the jth fraction after testing the jth null hypothesls Hoj: aj = 0

with oj, where ¢j, j=1, ..., p are the same significance levels as for

the adjusted PCt estimator. Note also that F°J,,_m-p is the upper

100 ¢j percentile of the F_,_,n.p distribution and the value F_o°05,_,_’n-p
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Figure 4.6 Fractien of the CPCT Estimator
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is regarded as the upper 0 percentile point for convenience. Further-

more, at Fj° = F°j;l,n..p, the fraction is chosen as qzj via the straight

line adjustment.

The resulting estimator with the fractions defined in (4.44) is

termed the generalized Qt (GPCT) estimator which is, in fact, a

generalrlzed version of the adjusted Pct estimator in terms of the

fractions in the interval [0,1]. Thus, the GPCT estimator of g is

defined as:

écapcr = Vapor am (445)

Wh¢!'€ Fm = Di&¢(f_1_’gpcT, . . . , fp’(;pg_l•).

It should be noted that the fractions in (4.44) may compromise the

weakness of the adjusted PCt estimator by applying values in [0,1] to

some principal components whose optimal values are close to neitgher 0

or l. Furthermore, the fractions are likely to be the linearized

GBJS fractions when the different critical levels are regarded rather

than = 1. It should also be emphaslzed that the GPC? estima-

tor, based on these simple linearized fractions, is an empirical result

from a simulation study in the following chapter.

In the next chapter, the effects of the orientation of the para-

meter vector and the value of oz on the performance of the PC estimators

are examined and all the alternatives to the LS estimator including the

commonly used biased estimators and the newly defined biased estimators

in this research will be evaluated in terms of the empirical mean

square error.



CHAPTER PIVE

SIIIULATION STUDIES

'l‘he performance of many biased estimators has been studied in a

number of Monte carlo simulations. The common result of these studies

is that the use of biased estimators leads to an improvement over the

LS estimator, in terms of MSE, when multicollinearity is present. How-

ever, the advantages of some of these biased estimators, for example,

the PC a.nd the ridge estimators over the LS estimator, are functions of

the orientation of the unknown parameter vector and the unknown 6*.

5.1 Performance of Pc Estimator

Different orientations of the parameter vector and different

values of 6 affect the performance of the PC estimator. This fact,

demonstrated in Section 3.1.4 for p = 2, will be thoroughly illustrated

in this section by using simulated data. In the simulation results

that follow, two experimental factors will be controlledz (i) the

orientation of g", where g' is the vector of the standardized coeffi-

cients, will change while
g‘°Q'

will be held constant; and (ii) the

values of 6* will vary.

5.1.1 Generated Data sets: p = 2

consider the two regressor variables situation where the 20 values

of X, have been preselected, that is, n = 20, and xz is generated as a

function of X, by

Xu = 4.5 + 6.1 Xi, + 1.1 ei, i=1, ..., 20,

97
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where ei are independent standard normal random numbers. The variables

X1 and X2 are then standardized so that x*'x* is in correlation form.

The generated values of X, and X: and the standardized data appear in

Table 5.1. The two eigenvalues of x*'x* are 1.99795 and .0020465, and

hence the condition number ls 31.2456.

Instead of choosing the orientations of the unknoum paramueters in

terms of Q", it will be convenient to choose the orientations in terms ,

of Z, where y =
A-‘/*

g = A-‘-/z V°Q*. Thus two different orientations of

Z were chosen as (199.006, 4.5)° ard (4.5, 7.7971).. The orientations

of the parameter vectors in terms of Q', g, { and finally Q, are given

in Table 5.2 with {A"- y = g°g = Q'°Q" = 29717. The first orientation

of { denoted by (A) has a relatively large value of 7, and a rela-

tively small value of yz, while the values of y_,_ and vz of the second

orientation (B) are chosen as 4.5 and 7.7971, respectively. Note that

the value of dz (172.357) of (B) is much larger than that of cx,

(3.1836).

The two sets of observations (·l=1, . . . , 20) are generated in terns

of the original units by two different equations-n

(A) Yi = 34.8 + 2.27165 xi, + 2.13966 xu + 661

(B) Yi = 34.8 - 9.30135 Xu + 1.56326 xu + cei,

where ei are independent standard normal random numbers and the value

of 6 is chosen as 5 or 10. Thus, the simulation will consider two

parameter orlentations, (A) and (B), and two values of 6, 5 and 10.

Throughout this chapter, these four •'treatment•' combinations will be

denoted by (A5), (A10), (B5), and (B10). Further, let IA and gg denote
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Table 5.1 Generated x and X" Matrices

x x*
10.00000 64.46672 -0.29003 -0.30001
12.50000 79.51898 -0.09564 -0.11044
14.00000 89.58955 0.02099 0.01639
16.50000 106.61578 0.21538 0.23082
18.00000 113.92115 0.33201 0.32283
12.40000 79.57303 -0.10341 -0.10976
17.20000 . 108.57769 0.26981 0.25553
15.90000 102.24530 0.16873 0.17578
17.70000 113.28496 0.30869 0.31481
16.60000 104.83966 0.22316 0.20845
11.00000 70.87130 -0.21227 -0.21935

· 13.50000 84.66568 -0.01788 -0.04562
15.00000 97.16752 0.09875 0.11183
7.50000 50.48543 -0.48442 -0.47609

10.30000 69.33694 -0.26670 -0.23867
13.50000 86.42348 -0.01788 -0.02348
16.20000 105.97539 0.19206 0.22276
9.80000 64.20690 -0.30558 -0.30328

13.30000 86.17118 -0.03343 -0.02666
13.70000 87.82527 -0.00233 -0.00583
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Table 5 . 2 Two Orientations of Parameter Vector

(A) (B)

199 .006 4.5
Z

4.5 7 . 7971

140 . 791 3 . 1836
G
- 99.4738 172. 357

29 . 2154 -119 . 624Es
169 . 893 124 . 126

34. 8 34. 8

Q 2 . 27165 -9. 30135

· 2 .13966 1. 56326
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the vectors of 7 for each orientation A and B, respectively. Note that

the values of 7, and 7; of (B) and the values of 6, 5 and 10 were chosen

to reflect the various orientations of 7 presented in Chapter 3. Since

{$6 = 7.79845 and ,/TQE = 2:6.7, as nevrng been alscuseea rn Section

3.1.4, the conditions (3.24) and (3.25) can be considered with 6 = 5

and 6 = 10. With these given values, two figures are presented:

Figure 5.1 for 6 = 5, and Figure 5.2 for 6 = 10.

In Figure 5.1, when 6_= 5, the inequality (3.24) holds and the

relationship 72* < 6* < 7,* ls satisfied with 7A while the relationship

7,* < 6* < 7:* is satisfied with 78. Thus, for the orientatlon 7A, the

Pc(2nd) estlmator should be appropriate and for ZB, the PC(1Bt) est1—

mator should be used to obtain smaller MSE than the IS estimator.

On the other hand, in Figure 5.2 with 6 = 10, the inequality
4

(3.25) and 7zA* < 6* so that the PC( 2nd) estimator is proper. For

(B), Simé 7,3* + 7,3* < 100, both of the principal components should

be deleted and hence the resulting PC estimator ls Q.

These appropriate PC estlmators will also be obtained via the

simulated data in the following section.

5.1.2 comparisons of PC Estlmators with IS Bstinator

A8 a measure of the performance of a biased estlmator E of Q, in

the simulation studie , the empirlcal mean square error (aß:) can be

used. The ußz of E is defined as:

<$> = ä E-EO -i@T <5.1>' _1=1 •=1 5°

where gu is the jth estimated coefficient of E in the Ith Monte Carlo
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repetition. Note that the number of Monte Carlo repetitions is 50

throughout this study.

In a manner similar to the MSE, the EMSE('§) can be decomposed into

the enpirical °'var1.ance°' and °'squared-bias°' terms as, computationally,

~
Ü

ä
50 {bj!

— bj):
2, —l—— 5.2

;-„- 50 —
Wh8I'Q bj = [Z1 [bj!/50] and

2E

b — ß 5.3
J=1

[ J J] • ( )

respectively.

The comparisons of the possible PC estimators and the IS estimator

for all the treatment combinations are displayed in Table 5.3(a) and

(b). Note that the PCQ; estimator uses the couuon significance level oo

as .001. Por the L5 estimator, the ¤¢BE(gs) can be described as:

5° Qms · E>°<E1.r.s · E)E!BE(gs)so

e·°X(X°X)'* x'e, 5 4)= .

where glrgs is the LS estimate of Q in the lth Monte Carlo repetition

and gl 1s the vector of the generated values of ei in the Ith Monte

Carlo repetition. Thus, the resulting values of the sunmary statistics

for BLS are equivalent for (A5) and (B5) in Table 5.3(a) and (b). The

same result holds for the pair of (A10) and (B10). Purthermore, for

the Pc( ·) estimators, the EMSE in terms of gg; can be decomposed into
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Table 5.3(B) EMSE of IS and PC Estimators of Q

LSPC(2'nd)(A5)

48.97 29.85 87.14 ---·- 29.85

(A10) 195.86 29.11 211.70 ----- 29.11

(B5) 48.97 90.66 48.94 ---•- 91.25

(B10) 195.86 89.27 196.75 88.96 88.96

Table 5.3(b) Deccmpositien of
-

Es in (a)

IS PC(2nd) PC(18t) PC(2¤d) PCt
Var Biasz Var Biasl Var Biasz Var Blas!

Var(A5)46.66 2.31 .04 29.81 46.89 40.25 ----· ·---- .04 29.81

(A10) 186.63 9.23 .17 28.94 187.57 24.13 ----- ----- .17 28.94

(B5) 46.66 2.31 .04 90.62 46.89 2.05 ----- ----- 11.01 80.24

(B10) 186.63 9.23 .17 89.10 187.57 9.18 .00 88.96 .00 88.96
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so ' 50
so [Remo — tgl Remd5°] [Remo · [gl Remo/5°]

.2150

' 50+ [.21 2] [.21
2[·whereghpc is the Ith Monte Carlo repetltion PC estimate of Q. since

[glepc

the empirical "variance" part depends only on 0*- while the ampirical

'°squared·b1as" part depends on 0* and the orientation of the parameter

vector [see TBDIB 5.3(b)] .

From the results of the ¤·-·< in Table 5.3(a), it is of great

interest to observe that the Pc( lst) estimator should be used for (B5)

though its contrlbution to the reduction of EMSE over that for the IS

estimator is negligible. In fact, the appropriate PC estimator for

each case coinoldes with the suggested PC estimators in the previous

section.

consider now the standardization of the ¤·-·<«· with respect to

the true variances of the bj,;_•;. The resulting standardized EMS!:s of

the IS estimator are all equal for all the cases in this present simu-

lation study. The standardized empirioal mean square errors (SUSE) of

5 is oarried out as ·

__ _' .1. Z 59 (gjg·ßj)z
·~· ~*(R)= E E -————;—. (5-6)

U3 ’I$

where ¤·j,;$¢ is the variance of the jth element of gw. Then the

Sm4SE(gLS) can be expressed as
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50 (bg [5 — B)'$¤(bg [,5 — B)
SEMSE(b ) =:5'IS•=1 so 6*

50=
(577)

l=.1. 50 6

where tD°* is the diagonal matrlx whose diagonal elements are the

diagonal elements of (X'X)-x. Since the numerator of (5.7) can be sim-

plified as

= g,':D(x'x)"‘g,,

the expression (5.7) is, consequently,

SE!BE( ) — —i go
(X°X)-L 5 8EIS ° 50 tgl 6 zu 6 ' ( ° )

'1'herefore, the S¤BE(gs) is independent of both the orientation of the

parameter vector and the value of 6. However, the SDB! (gs) will

change with changes in the structure of the explanatory variables.

The Sudsts for the possible PC estimators are in Table 5.4. From

the table, it is easy to order the situations for which a specific PC

estimator performs well. For example, it may be said that the PC( 2nd)

estimator performs three t:Lmes better in situation (A10) than in situa- .

tion (B10). Interestingly, the same can be said for the pair of (A5)

and (B5). It is worth noting that even though the orientation of (B)

is a guliar one so that the usual PC estimator, PC( 2nd), performs

poorly for 6 = 5, the PC estimation technique can be recoumended for

6 = 10.

Furthermore, by estimating the unbiased estimates of C, 6*, and
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Table 5 .4 SDBE of Is and PC Estimators

IS PC(2nd) PC(1St) PC(2) Pßt

(A5) 3.6306 2.2569 8.2054 --·--- 2.2569

(A10) 3 .6306 . 5677 4. 7883 ---··- .5677

A
(B5) 3 . 6306 6 . 7648 3 . 6293 ----—· 6 . 9243

_ (B10) 3.6306 1.6951 3.6267 1.6921 1.6921
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the yjz, the effects of the orientation and the error variance on the

performance of the PC estimator can be examined. The values of the

unbiased esttmates are provided in Table 5.5. Note that they are the

average values of the 50 Monte carlo repetttions. Rewriting the

unbiased estimate of C (= g°g), from (3.27), as

cg = aL$°aLS — sz ä Ä,‘ ‘ 1=1 ^1
the inequality (3.28), which 1s an estimate of the inequality 0* < V Ap, _

holds. In particular, for (B5),

s = 4.9243 < V Apg = 6.9944. (5.9)

Also, it follows by checking the order of sz, yiz, and y;z that

yiz = 9.0644 < sz < ·y;z— = 48.91.22 (5.10)

Thus, from (5.9) and (5.10), the PC(1st) estimator should be used for

this special case, (B5). Note that ygz is the unbiased estimator of

yjz which is defined in (3.21).

_ Por the case (B10), in addition, the unbiased estimate of ¤·, s

lies in the interval [V AZCU, V A,_Cg] , that is,

V Apg = 7.3341 < s = 9.8486 < V ALC;} = 229.1569

and secondly,

yiz + ·y;z = 67.9763 < sz.

Therefore, it would be expected that the Pc(2) estimator improves over

the IS estimator and, furthermore, has smaller SMSE than the PC( 2nd)
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Table 5 . 5 Unbiased Estimates of C, cz , yß , and yzz
obtained through the slmulations

sz(A5)27671.7 24.2486 38755.9 16.9324

(A10) 33816 . 5 96 . 9942 37924. 8 30 . 3590

(B5) 23905. 1 24.2486 9.06437 48.9122

(B10) 26283.4 96 .9942 14.2024 53 .7739
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estimator. In other words, this is the case for which the trivial PC

estimate, gc = Q, is appropriate as in Figure 3.6.

Finally, in investigating the performance of the Pct estimator

from Table 5.4, the PCt estimator with oc, = .001 is not appropriate for

(B5). Por this specific case, the adjusted PCt estimator would be

recounended by applying different significance levels to the hypo-

theses, Hm: aj = 0, j=1, 2 [see Section 3.1.5]. Since it is deslrable

to delete the first principal component and to keep the second PC in

the PC analysis, two different significance levels ¢,_ and oz can be

chosen as, for example, .0001 and .6, respectively. Thus, the power of

test for Hol will be damaged, and that for Egg will be enhanced so that

the first PC tends to be deleted and the second PC is retained. 'l'he

resulting ·«¤·.·=«· of the adjusted PCt estimator, QAPCT from the

simulations is

SHßE(gApg1~) = 3.5399, .

which is indeed close to the SE!BE[gpc( 181;)] = 3.6293.

However, there are some difficulties, in practice, in choosing the

values of ol and oz. Though the choices of the different significance

levels may be based upon experience, the comparisons of the magnitudes

of s* and 7;*, j=l, 2 may be helpful. For the interesting case (B5),

from Table 5.5, since the unbiased optimal criterion (Y1:
< 8*) suggests

that the first PC should be deleted it is natural to take ol close to

0. In addition, the unbiased optimal criterion suggests that the

second PC should be retained so that the choice of oz, which is more

subjective than that of ol, should be made large.
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More precisely, since the PC estimation procedure 1s mainly based

upon the decision of deletion or retention of each principal component,

the adjusted Pßt estimator co1nc1des with the suggested PC est1mator

resulting from applying unbiased optimal criterion. Thus, in particu-

lar, the value of oz can be determined by applying various levels [for

ezmmple, .3, .4, .5, etc.] in order to check whether the adjusted PCt

estimates are the same as the estimates of the suggested method 1n

practice. Note that the adjusted Pct are regarded only when the

results of the regular Pct estimator 1s far away from those of the

suggested PC estimator.

The 1mportant problem related to principal components analysis

which was introduced 1n Section 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 has been empirically

' viewed for p = 2. In the subsequent section, for p = 4, the compari-

sons of the various biased estimators w1ll be made with some extended

simulation data sets.

5.2 comparisons of Biased Est1mators

The performances of most biased estimators discussed 1n this

paper will be compared, 1n terms of the standardized emp1r1cal MSE, by

generating e1ght data sets for p = 4 in a s1m11ar manner as for p = 2.

In addition to (1) and (11) 1n the prev1ous section, for more general

compar1sons, (111) the change of the eigenvalue structures (equiva-

lently, the degree of mult1coll1near1ty 1n the model) will be

considered with the s1mulat1on procedures.
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5.2.1 Generated Data Sets: p = 4

The explanatory variables X1, X2, X3, and X, are established in

the following way. Twenty values for X, and X, were independently

preselected. And, using these preselected values, X2 and X, are

generated as followsz

K12 = 4.5 + 6.1 K11 + 612, i=1, ..., 20,

· K1, = .75 — 3.75 K12 + 5.25 K13 + 61,, 'i.=1, ..., 20,

where 612 and 61, are independent normal (0, 62*) and (0, 6,*) random

numbers, respectively.

Although the values of 62 and 6, determine the eigenvalue struc-

ture of X°X, the variation of 62 plays a key role. 'lhis is because the

X2 values are also used in generating X1,. Two values of 62 are chosen

as 2.1 and 4.1 ard one value of 6, as 1.3. The resulting X matrix for

62 = 2.1 has one mild ard one strong deperdency (6, = 1.3), while the X

matrix for 62 = 4.1 has one weak ard one strong dependency. The two

sets of ZOX4 X matrices along with the standardized X matrices, X",

depending on the (62, 6,) combination, are given in Table 5.6( a) and

(b). Also, the associated sets of the condition indexes of X*°X‘°‘ is

supplied in Table 5.7 where the eigenvalues structure for (62 = 2.1, 6,

= 1.3) is denoted by (I) a.nd the other by (II).

Since one major objective of this study is to investigate how

different orientations of the parameter vector along the ellipsoid g°g
7

= G", where C" is fixed, affect the performances of biased estimators,

four different choices of g subject to g°g = 304991 were taken as in
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Table 5.6(a) X and
X‘

Matrices far (0: = 2.1, 0, = 1.3)

X X
10. 00000 63. 52738 25. 70000 -106. 00751 -0. 29003 -0. 29396 -0. 09665 0. 27106
12. 50000 80. 15732 36. 10000 -119. 08266 -0. 09566 -0. 09572 0. 36031 0. 22098
16. 00000 89. 17675 29. 50000 -179. 65786 0. 02099 0. 01179 0. 10113 0. 02050
16. 50000 103. 56196 33. 20000 -212. 33966 0. 21538 0. 18303 0. 29351 -0. 08869
18. 00000 115. 85583 31. 10000 -271. 52206 0. 33201 0. 32982 0. 18632 -0. 28522
12. 60000 78. 76886 20. 50000 -189. 51661 'O. 10361 -0. 1125 1 -0. 36683 -0. 01290
17. 20000 111. 66889 23. 00000 -296. 90512 0. 26981 0. 27967 -0. 23686 -0. 36951
15. 90000 105. 32163 25. 50000 -260. 83663 0. 16873 0. 20625 -0. 10685 -0. 26973
17. 70000 117. 53938 28. 00000 -293. 10906 0. 30869 0. 36989 0. 02316 -0. 35690
16. 60000 106. 79316 30. 50000 -239. 88858 0. 22316 0. 22179 0. 15313 -0. 18018
11. 00000 72. 85071 36. 70000 -90. 76078 -0. 21227 -0. 18282 0. 37151 0. 31503
13. 50000 85. 03767 28. 80000 -165. 89151 -0. 01788 -0. 03755 0. 06673 0. 06555
15. 00000 101. 06635 29. 50000 -223. 86227 0. 09875 0. 15328 0. 10113 -0. 12696

7. 50000 69. 31779 19. 90000 -81. 02018 -0. 68662 -0. 66336 -0. 39802 0. 36738
10. 30000 66. 65971 26. 60000 -111. 72797 -0. 26670 -0. 28286 -0. 15365 0. 26561
13. 50000 83. 79756 21. 50000 -199. 77653 -0. 01788 -0. 05233 -0. 31683 -0. 06698
16. 20000 99. 29625 26. 00000 -265. 03686 0. 19206 0. 13260 -0. 18686 -0. 19727
9. 80000 66. 08022 26. 50000 -106. 26253 -0. 30558 -0. 28737 -0. 05686 0. 27020

13. 30000 86. 78339 29. 00000 -171. 19733 -0. 03363 -0. 01676 0. 07513 0. 06793
13. 70000 86. 76920 31. 50000 -152. 60512 -0. 00233 -0. 06075 0. 20512 0. 11033

Table 5.6(b) X and X" Matrices for (0*2 = 4.1, 0, = 1.3)

X X
10. 00000 61. 66869 25. 70000 -96. 96263 -0. 29003 -0. 29366 -0. 09665 0. 27376
12. 50000 79. 59285 36. 10000 -116. 96591 -0. 09566 -0. 09663 0. 36031 0. 21182
16. 00000 88. 68796 29. 50000 -176. 87683 0. 02099 0. 00603 0. 10113 0. 02638
16. 50000 102. 01066 33. 20000 -206. 59661 0. 21538 0. 15600 0. 29351 -0. 06563
18. 00000 117. 33757 31. 10000 -277. 07858 0. 33201 0. 32399 0. 18632 -0. 28379
12. 60000 77. 62392 20. 50000 -186. 56617 -0. 10361 -0. 11868 -0. 36683 0. 00263
17. 20000 113. 77165 23. 00000 -306. 86565 0. 26981 0. 28666 -0. 23686 -0. 36981
15. 90000 108. 97061 25. 50000 -276. 51810 0. 16873 0. 23119 -0. 10685 -0. 27587
17. 70000 122. 36735 28. 00000 -311. 21395 0. 30869 0. 37977 0. 02316 -0. 38966
16. 60000 107. 77712 30. 50000 -263. 57866 0. 22316 0. 21796 0. 15313 -0. 18010
11. 00000 76. 06187 36. 70000 -95. 22761 -0. 21227 -0. 15619 0. 37151 0. 27911
13. 50000 83. 31126 28. 80000 -159. 61818 -0. 01788 -0. 05339 0. 06673 0. 08061
15. 00000 105. 85239 29. 50000 -261. 88696 0. 09875 0. 19661 0. 10113 -0. 17686

7. 50000 68. 62996 19. 90000 -77. 69086 -0. 68662 -0. 66025 -0. 39802 0. 33339
10. 30000 61. 72611 26. 60000 -101. 67695 -0. 26670 -0. 29278 -0. 15365 0. 25976
13. 50000 80. 89067 21. 50000 -188. 87695 -0. 01788 -0. 08023 -0. 31683 -0. 01077
16. 20000 95. 66020 26. 00000 -230. 65716 0. 19206 0. 08135 -0. 18686 -0. 16010
9. 80000 63. 88995 26. 50000 -103. 56902 -0. 30558 -0. 26878 -0. 05686 0. 25335

13. 30000 87. 88186 29. 00000 -175. 31658 -0. 03363 -0. 00270 0. 07513 0. 03120
13. 70000 81. 62558 31. 50000 -160. 61655 -0. 00233 -0. 07208 0. 20512 0. 13861
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Table 5 . 7 Two Sets of Eigenvalues and condition Indexes

_ Eigenvalues condition Indexes

2 . 96075 1 .0000 -

(I) 1.02801 1.6971

(02 = 2.1, 0*4 = 1.3) .01112 16.3173

.00012 157 .0762

Z . 95196 1 . 0000

(II) 1 . 01155 1 . 7083

(0*2 = l•.1, 0*4 = 1.3) .03638 9.0079

.00011 163.8170
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Table 5.8. The four orientations in terms of g are, in fact, made from

the orientations of 7 by using the relationship 7 = A·*/* g. Thus, two

sets of the first three elements of 7 are fixed as:

(C) 7, = 662.656, 7, = 93.2298, 7, = 35.1299

(D) 7, = -88.5118, 7, = -88.0519, 7, = -2.97339.

Note that the magnitudes of 7, and 7, for both cases are so large that

the first two principal components are regarded as important regressors.

When the ellipsoid is fixed by 0* = 304991, the fourth element 7, is

dependent upon the eigenvalue structure since 7, = 7/ A, a, and thus two

different values of 7, with (C) [or (D)] are determined for (I) and

(II). Therefore, denoting the orientation of the parameter vector for

(I) with (C) by (IC), etc., all the orientations for (IC), (ID), (IIC),

and (IID) are given in Table 5.8. Note that the absolute values of 7,

for the (C)-oriented and (D)-oriented pairs are close to each other so

that, for example, the XIC and 7Hc are close together along the ellip-

soid with 0* = 304991. Purthermore, the elements of 7 related to (D)

are ordered as |7,| > |7,| > IY,I > IY,I• Thus, the order of |7,| and

IY,I may cause problems for some biased estimators. Table 5.8 also

contains the true parameter vectors of the original -unit explanatory

variables which are

where so = a4.s and xs, = ¤1eg(sx,, ...,

sxp),Pinally,the observations of the response variable, for each case,

are determined by
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Table 5.8 Orientations of Parameter Vectors in Terms of Z, gn,
Q‘,

and Q

Z::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

(IC) (ID) (IIC) (IID)

662.656 -88.5118 662.656 -88.5118

93.2298 -88.0519 93.2298 -88.0519
Z 35.1299 -2.97339 35.1299 -2.97339

Z -2.11488 5.94551 -3.49415 5.62222

385.112 -51.4399 385.685 -51.5164

G 91.9509 -86.844 92.6961 -87.5478
- 333.203 -28.2022 184.181 -15.589 '

-192.875 542.225 -337.229 542.614

-43.0837 -24.6925 76.8859 -26.4893

E; 209.724 351.367 54.0366 352.485

56.5434 -49.7242 65.2993 -40.996

-505.918 422.433 -540.274 422.33

34.8 34.8 34.8 34.8

-3.34998 -1.91997 5.97828 -2.05968

Q 2.5 4.18844 0.599306 3.90932

2.93999 -2.58542 3.39525 -2.1316

-1.68 1.40277 -1.67236 1.30728
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Yi = 34.8 + ßlxil 20, (5.11)

where ei are independent normal (0, 0**) random numbers. The two values

of 0* are chosen as 5 and 10 in order to vary the signal-to-noise

ratio. Note that the generating equation of y (5.11) is equivalent to

vi = (24.9 + 2,9, + + 3-:,12,) + ß,*xi,* + + ß,*xi,*.

For convenience, the eight simulated data sets are labeled as

(ICS), (IC10), ..., (IID5), and (IID10), respectively. For example,

( IIC10) indicates the set of data whose eigenvalue structure, the
l

orientation of y, and the value of 0 are based on (II), (D), and 10,

respectively.

- In the next section those biased estimators that have been

presented in earlier chapters will be compared for eight simulated data

sets [two exceptions are the Baranchik and the Sclove estimators, which

are, in practice, difficult to compute]. At the end of the section,

all estimators will be compared by using the standardized empirical MSE

efficiencies relative to the IS estimator.

·
5.2.2 Evaluations of Biased Estimators

'me performances of the biased estimators discussed in this study

_

are evaluated in terms of the standardized empirical »ßE( SEBGE) for each

of the eight cases, (IC5) — (IID10). Recall from Section 5.1.2 that the

standardization has been computed with respect to the Var(bJ'LS) and

hence the SEIISB for a biased estimator, E, can be written as:

SHISE(S) = E
go

(5.12)" _1=1 1=1 5° °j,LS
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clmglsons of LS, R, GR, BJS, GBJS, and PR

The results of the SEMSEs for LS, ridge (R), generalized ridge

(GR), Bayesian interpreted James-Stein (BJS), generalized Bayesian

interpreted James-Stein (GBJS), a.nd fractional rank (FR) estimators are

provided in Table 5.9. Note that these estimators were presented and

discussed in Sections (2.1.1), (2.2.1), (2.2.2), (2.3.1), (4.3.2), and

(3.2.2), respectlvely. In addition, the optimal SEIGE is also included

in the table, denoted MINLBE, which can be obtained by using the theore-

tically optimal fractions [see (4.12 )] .

From Table 5.9, the Sußzs of the LS estimators are equivalent for

the same eigenvalue structure since SEMSE (QL;) is dependent only upon

the X matrix. The GR estimator is superior to most of the other estima-

tors especially for the case (1010) among all the cases with the eigen-

value system, (I). With the other eigenvalue structure, (II), the GR

estimator still has the smallest Süß! among all the other estimators,

achieving a minimum value at the case (IIC5).

Comparing the Snßßs of the R and the GR estimator, the GR esti-

mator is superior to the R estimator for all but (Ic:5) a.nd (Iclo)

cases. In other words, among the (c)-oriented cases, the performances

of the two estimators are evenly split, while for all the (D)-oriented

cases the GR estimator has SEMSEs than the R estimator. Since

the order of 7, and 7, is
I‘y;|

< Wg! for (D), the order property of

the fractions of the R estlmator ls not appropriate [see Section

(4.1.1)]. Note that when the 73 are well ordered, that is, Iyjl >

|7j+,_| , for j=1, .. . , p-1, the superiority of the two estimators seems

to depend on the eigenvalue structure.
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Table 5.9 SEMBE for Some Biased Estimatcrs

HINMBE LS R GR BJB GBJS FR

(IC5) .6835 4.7435 1.7823 1.9742 4.7414 2.8969 1.6549

(IC10) .3691 4.7435 1.2636 1.3592 4.7353 2.8120 1.7416

(ID5) 1.6866 4.7435 4.7670 4.2988 4.6923 4.0476 5.6090

(ID10) .7456 4.7435 1.7019 1.0989 4.5417 2.1910 1.5745

(IIC5) .9983 4.9363 2.4925 1.1067 4.9341 3.7535 2.9496

(IIC10)
V

.3939 4.9363 1.5071 1.1800 4.9275 3.2043 2.1627

(IID5) 1.5683 4.9363 4.8236 3.5139 4.8826 4.0602 5.1954

(IID10) .6829 4.9363 1.8475 1.2368 4.7259 2.2009 1.4840
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Purthermore; it is also important to observe that by comparing the

pairs with respect to the change of 6, the greater the value of 6,

then, generally, the smaller the SEMSE for each biased estimtor.

'l‘here are two exceptions: the PR estmator of the pair (IC5) and

(Icl0) and the GR estimator of the pair (IIc5) and (IIc10).

Por the particular (D)·oriented cases with 6 = 5, (IDS) and

(IIDS), it should be notlced that none of the biased estimators seem to

perform particularly well.

Pinally, from Table 5.9, the BJS and the GBJS estimators do not

perform well compared with others, with the exception of the GBJS

estimator for (IDS). compared with others, the FR estimator performs

extremely well for only the case (ICS) but never works for the

particular cases, (IDS) and (IID5).

r1sons of Possible PC Bstimators

consider, now, the performances of the various PC estlmators

through the simulations. Por the usual PC estimators, that is, the

PC(4th), PC(2), and Pct with eb, = .001, the results in terms of SEMSE

are shown in Table 5.10(a). In addition, Table 5.10(b) only contains

the Sußzs of the PC( 3rd) and the adjusted Pct estimator for the parti-

cular cases, (IDS) and (IIDS), and the ·•¤· ><•· of the adjusted PCt esti-

mator for (IC10) and (IIC10). Note that in Table 5.10(b) there are

blank spaces for some cases where some usual PC estimators perform well.

In order to utilize the unbiased optimal deletion criterion,

furthermore, the unbiased estimates of 7}, 7,*, and 6* are obtained in

Table 5.11. Note that the first two principal components are out of
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Table 5 . 10( a) SEMSE of PC Estimators

PC(4th) PC(2) PCt

(ICS) 1.6108 44.8161 1.6108

(IC10) 1.1140 11.1510 7.9674

(IDS) 6.3654 5.2476 5.2476

(ID10) 2.3233 1.3120 1.3120

(IIC5) 2.9520 49.3543 2.9520

(IIC10) 1.5399 12.2279 8.4219

(IID5) 6.0476 4.7769 4.7769

(IID10) 2.3322 1.2009 1.2009

Table S.10(b) SEMSB of PC(3rd) and Adjusted PCt

PC( 3rd) Adjusted PCt

(W5) •····· ······

(IC10) --·--— 1.1140

(IDS) 4.1252 3.7155

(ID10) ·-··-• · ·--·—

(Hä) ······ ······

(IIC10) -~---- 1.5399

(IID5) 4.2259 3.8023

(IID10) --·--- - -—--·
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the question and hence the unbiased estimates of 7,2, 7,2 are not con-

sidered here. 'l'he true values of 7,2 and 7,2 from the orientations in

Table 5.8 are also shown in the parentheses. Rewriting (3.22),

the suggested PC estimators for each case are given in the last column

of Table 5.11. The Suisse of the suggested PC estimators can be

compared with others in Table 5.10(a) and (b). In particular, both

(IDS) and (II05) are interesting cases for which the usual PC

estimtor do not perform well.

Prom Table 5.lO(&), the Pct estlmators with oc, = .001 have large

Sßßßs for the cases (IC10), (ID5), (IIC10), and (IID5). Keeping in

mind the principal components suggested to be deleted from Table 5.11

for each of the four cases, the Sußzs of the adjusted PC}; estimators

can be obtalned by applying different significance levels to the

hypotheses Hgjx aj = 0, j=1, 2, 3, A. since the third PC is to be

deleted and the fourth PC is not for the cases (ID5) and (IID5), take,

for example, ol = ¢, = .05, cb, = .0005, and o, = .5. Then, the

resulting Snßzs of the adjusted Pct estimator are 3.7155 and 3.8023,

respectively, [Table 5.10(b)] , which are much less than those of the

PCt estimator. Slmilarly, since only the fourth Pc should be deleted

for (IC10) and (IIC10), take ol = oz = .05, es, = .5, and as, = .0005.

Then the Sudszs of the adjusted PCt estimator are equivalent to those

of the PC( Ath) estimator. Note that the values of ot and ¢,_ are chosen

as .05 since the first and second Pcs will be almost sure to be

included in the analysis. It should be emphasized that the adjusted
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Table 5 . 11 Unbiased Estimates of 7jz , j=3 , I. and ¤·z

and suggested PC( · )

l
7} 7} 7} + V} sz suggested PC( • )

( IC5) 1189 . 27 S . 92 1195 . 19 24. 64 PC( 4th)
(1234.11) (4.47) (1238.58)

(IC10) 1146.57 5 .22 1151.79 98.55 PC(4i:h)

(IDS) 13.80 27.20 41.00 24.64 PC(3rd)
( 8.84) (35.35) (44.19)

(ID10) 20.91 16.90 37.81 98.55 PC(2)

( IICS) 1198 . 35 14. 49 1212 . 84 24. 64 PC( 4th)

( IIC10) 1165 . 12 13 . 40 1178 . 52 98 . 55 PC( 4th)

(IID5) 13.24 23.53 36.77 24.64 PC(3td)
( 8.84) (31.61) (40.45)

(IID10) 20 . 16 12 . 06 32 . 22 98 . 55 PC( 2)
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Pct estimator can be used when the usual Pct estimator does not provide

the same estimates as the PC estimator suggested by the unbiased

optimal criterion. Furthermore, the appropriate values of the oj can

be determined when the two methods achieve the same estimates.

gingalisons of ä, IFPCV, and IPPCI

The final partial table, Table 5.12 shows the simulation results

of the SEMSEs for the new estimation techniques: the generalized Pct

(GPCt), iterative fractional principal components estimators (IPPCV and

IPPCI), which were introduced in section (4.3.2) and Section (4.2.2),

respectively. Note that the significance levels used in the GPQ:

estimator are those in the adjusted Pct estimator. Furthermore, the PC

estimates that are used as the starting values are the suggested PC

estimates for each case [see Table 5.11] .

From Table 5.12, the GPCt estimator has smaller Smßß than either

the IPPCV or the IFPCI estimator for the particular cases, (IDS) and

(IID5). In comparions between the two types of IPPC estimators, the

IFPCV estimators have advantages in terms of SUSE over the other for

the (C)-oriented cases and the IFPCI estimators are preferred in the

(D)-oriented cases. In other words, if the order of the yj is lyjl >

|·yj+_,_| , that is, the (C)-orientation case, then the IPPCV estimator

will be more appropriate because the order of its fractions is corres-

ponding to that of the yj. On the other hand, for the (D)-oriented

parameter vector, the IFPCI estimator performs better than the IFPCV

estiuator due to the order of |y,| and |y,|, that is, |y,| > |y,|.
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Tablé 5.12 SEMBES of GPCt, IFPCV, and IPPCI

GPCg IFPCV IYPCI

(IC5) 1.5800 1.5596 1.6657

(IC10) 1.9036 1.2088 1.3510

(ID5) 2.8142 3.8906 3.3665

(ID10) 1.3678 1.3466 1.3335

(IIC5) 2.7926 2.3628 2.9623

(IIC10) 2.3193 1.4271 1.7453

(IID5) 2.7332 4.0519 3.3424

(IID10) 1.2757 1.4908' 1.2257
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It is noticeable that the GPC}: estimator has the smallest SEMSE

among the three estimators in Table 5.12 for the particular cases,

(IDS) and (IIDS) which have been intereting cases so far in this

study. However, for the cases (IC10) and (IICIO), the GPCt esttmator

does not seem to work as well as the IPPC-type estimators, while for

the rest of the cases it is competitive with them in improving over the

LS estimator.

overall r1sons in Terms of Relative Efficiencies

In concluding the evaluations of the biased estimators, the effi-

ciency of each biased estimator relative to the LS estimator can be

defined as:

män-

The relative efficiencies of all the biased estimators are given in

Table 5.13. Since neither the BJS nor the GBJS estimator is competi-

tive, they are excluded in the table. Note that the Pc( ·) represents

the suggested PC estimator from Table 5.11 which is based on the

unbiased optimal deletion criterion. Note also that the SEMSEs of the

adjusted PCt estimators from Table 5.10(b) are used for the cases

(IC10), (IDS), (IIc10), and (IIDS) of the PCt column.

Pirst of all, the largest relative efficiency for each case is

asterisked in Table 5.13. Note that for the particular cases, (IDS) and

(IIDS), the GPCt estlmator is the most efficient and for the cases .

(ID10), (IIC5), and (IIc10), the GR estimator is the most efficient.

The Pc( Ath) and the adjusted PCt for (IC10) and the PC(2) and the PCt
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Table 5 . 13 Relative Efficiences of Biased Estimators te LS Bstimator

R GR PR PC(
•

) PC}; GPC}; IFPCV IPPCI

(IC5) 2.6614 2.4027 2.8663 2.9448 2.9448 3.0022 3.0415* 2.8478

(IC10) 3 . 7540 3 . 4899 2 . 7236 4 . 2581* 4. 2581* 2 . 4919 3 . 9241 3 . 5111

(ID5) . 9951 1 . 1034 . 8457 1 . 1499 1 . 2767 1 . 6856* 1 . 2192 1 . 4090

(ID10) 2.7872 4.3166* 3.0127 3.6155 3.6155 3.4680 3.5226 3.5572

(IIC5) 1.9805 4.4604* 1.6735 1.6722 1.6722 1.7676 2.0892 1.6664

(IIC10) 3.2754 4.1833* 2.2825 3.2056 3.2056 2.1284 3.4590 2.8283

(IID5) 1 .0234 1 . 4048 . 9501 1 .0334 1 .2982 1 . 8061* 1 . 2183 1 . 4769

( IID10) 2 .6719 3 . 9912 3 .3263 4.1105* 4. 1105* 3 . 8695 3 . 3112 4.0273

Notes: " refers to the largest relative efficiency Eor each case.

Adjusted Pct estimaters are ued for cases: (IC10 ) , (IDS ) ,
(IIC10), and (IID5) of the Pct column.
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with ¢° = .001 for (IID10) have the greatest relative effieiencies.

Pinally, for the case (ICS), the efficiency of the IPPGV estimater is

the highest.

In general, the IPPCV estimater is mere efficient than the R esti-

mater fer all cases, since the starting value of the latter is more

inflated than that ef the former. And the IFPCI estimater perferms more

efficiently than the GR estimater fer all but the cases fer which the

GR estimator is curiously everwhelming.



CHAPTER SIX

GIKZLUSIGIS

The goals of this dissertation have been to discover the effects

of both the orientation of the regression coefficient vector and the

variance of the response variable on some biased estimators, in parti-

cular, the principal components estimator and the ridge estimator.

several heuristic biased estimators, which are members of the class of

the fractional principal components estimators, have also been proposed

for those situations where the MLR model suffers from the problem of

multicollinearity.

6.1 concluding senarks
l

The present study, devoted to the multicollinearity problem, pro-

vides several conclusions:

(i) The orientation of the parameter vector and the value of 6*

affects the performance of the PC estimator. When 6* is in a

certain range, there are limited orientations of the parameter

vector for which the regular PC estimator, that is, the

principal components are deleted on the basis of the size of

the eigenvalue, would remedy multicollinearity. It should be

noted that either the PC( ·) estimator or the PCt estimator

would not resolve the multicollinearity problem in those

situations where the order of the yj does not agree with the

order of the~ AJ.

130
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(ii) Purthermore, a new deletion criterion has been developed, named

the unbiased optimal deletion criterion, where the associated

PC estimator can be used even for those situations for which

the regular PC estimator does not improve over the IS estimator

in terms of MSE. This criterion can also be utilized to deter-

mine the different significance levels used in computing the

principal components estimator based on t-tests. 'mis estlma-

tor is called the adjusted Pct estimator.

(iii) It has been known and demonstrated by many authors through simu-

lation studies, that when the signal -to-noise ratio is very

high the ridge estimator my not perform well. In the simple

case of p = 2, the condition (4.18), that is, (1 + ZM/‘<) <

y°y6*, indicates those situations where the signal -to-noise

ratio is too high to expect good performance- from the ridge

estimator. In addition, if, from (4.16), (1 + ZA:/k)<<

(1 + 2}.,/k), then for only limited orientations of the para-

meter vector can the ridge estimator outperform the IS estima-

tor in BBE.

(iv) The EE of the theoretical generalized ridge estimator is

always smaller than the MSE for the IS estimator regardless of

any orientation of the parameter vector and 6*. In the simula-

tion study, except for one situation, the iterative generalized

ridge estlmator greatly improves over the Is estimator. In

that one specific situation, the generalized ridge estlmator

offers only sllght improvement over the IS estlmator. Also in
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this case, the iterative ridge estimator performs poorly.

However, when the iterative ridge estimator is one of proper

biased estimators, there is little difference between the ridge

and the generalized ridge estimators.

(v) The most important conclusion of this study deals w1th the

class of the fractional principal components estimators. The

class contains all the plausible biased estimators useful in

combating multicollinearity. The iterative ridge and general-

ized ridge estimators can be described in the framework of the

optimal fractions. Purthermore, several new iterative estima-

tion techniques corresponding to each of the iterative ridge-

type estimators are suggested by using the PC estimates

obtained under the unbiased optimal criterion as the starting

values.

(vi) In fractional principal components analysis, several new esti-

mators can be developed. One, the generaltzed Bayesian inter-

preted James-Stein estimator (GBJS), has been defined in this

paper. Second, based on the concepts of this GBJS estimator

and the adjusted Pct estimator, the generalized Pct estimator

is also proposed. Even though the GBJS estimator is shown, in

Section 4.3.1, to minimize the cp-like statistic, its perfor-

mance in terms of ISE is not competitive compared to the other

biased estimators in the simulation study.
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(vii) In order to investigate the effects of the orientation of the

parameter vector and
cr‘

on the biased estimators, two different

4x1 parameter vectors and two values of cz are chosen in the

simulation pmcedures. When the order of the yj is not in

agreement with that of the eigenvalues and the value of er is

not large, most biased estimators, for example the ridge, frac-

tlonal rank and the regular PC estlmators, do not perform

well. However, noticeably, the GPCt estimator works very well

in these circumstances.

(viii) Finally, from the results of the simulation study, even though

any one of the four newly defined estimators is not a panacea

for all the situations, they seem to perfom substantially well.

6.2 Suggestions for Further RQBBBICB

'lhe investigation of the joint effects of influential cases and

multicollinearity on linear regression analysis has been a prevalent

research topic. For this purpose, the fractional principal components

regression model (4.1), that is,

Z = ZE" gv + E

can be extended by pranultiplying a diagonal matrix, W constructed to

downweight the influential cases.

Postmultiplying Z by
F‘

and premultiplying W to Z results in

W Z F' = [wi zu ff],
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where wi is the im diagonal element of W,

mz-ij

is the im eleuuuent of

gj, and fj* is the jth diagonal element of F' . Under this scheme, the

Z matrix can be simultaneously treated for the problems of multicol-

linearity and the influence of "extreme•' observations. As a suamary

measure of the influence of the fm observation, the "difference in fit

standardized," denoted by DPPITS1, was defined by Belsley, Kuh, and

Welsch (1980) as:

Dnmsi = £1'[2m — Emu;] v
["“(&1'E*.¤s)]

Whéré Bid Z(j_) 13 thé (n-1)xp Effi!

exzcluding the im row of Z. Thus, the premultiplied matrix W can be

constructed by utilizing the DFPITSI, i=1, . . . , n.

Bowever, since the influential cases can be categorized into two

types: inducing multicollinearity cases a.nd masking multicollinearity

cases, there exist some difficulties in adjusting the '°weights•' of the

fractions.

Among other problems which have not been considered in this

dissertation, several important suggestions are as follows: the first

problem concerns the distributional properties of the PPC estimators.

The problem is to find the distribution of the product of two random

variables, the IB estimator
aj,;_g

and the corresponding estimated

fraction obtained by using the aj ,;_g(s). If its first and second

moments can be solved, then the complete comparisons between the biased

estimators may be observed. Second, broader simulation studies will

supply more precise evaluation of the biased estimators. In particu-
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lar, the change of the performances of the biased estimators may be

more precisely investigated when the degree of multicollinearity varies

systematically.
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A1-*1=¤N¤1x

For the completion of the equations, (4.40) ard (4.41), the model

(4.1) is rewritten,

2 = Z2 + s

= ZI" Fg + g

= ZP- EP + Sv

where gp = Fg. Since Ep = vg = V!‘A°‘·Z'!, the residual sum of squares

is

saß! = (Z · 1%)°(! — 1%)

·. =·(g - z1•·A'*z'y)'(g —- zr1r#z'g)

e = {[1 - z¤·A'=z']‘g

= {[1 -
¤p]‘g,

(A.1)

where Hp = ZFA'·‘·z°. Note that Hp is syunetric, but not idempotent.

Now, considering the variance of §i,p as followsz

the standardized sum of Var(§i_p) is

n A I
¤·°¢iElVar(yi’p) = tr(XVPA°‘·FV X)

= tr(zr=A‘¤z' >

= tr(H!z)• (A-2)
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which is the "variance" part in the cp-like statistic. Purthermore,

consider the standardized sum of square: of biases in §1,p. That is,

_z n an Z
•

¤ lglmas 1¤ [we — mw] [we — ¤<¤·>]

= <x9>'[r — ¤r]‘<xg>• (Am

since :(SSEp) = (Xg)°[I — Hp]z(X,Q) + tr[(I -· Hp)zc‘], the estimate for

(A.3) is ssßp — s‘tr[(I - Hp)z]. Thus, we have

ss: - sütr (I — )¢cl, , „(„„z, + ;*....T§.....“.s..l

SSE,
= 2tt(Hp) ·· B + (I1-p)-é-sri-• (A•l•)

· Next, to obtain the conditions for minimizing Cy, consider the der:I.va~

tive with respect to 1*:

= 2 atr(u1,)+ B1 BSSEP
ür ür ür

I
8

I 2I „ + ._·¤rz + ....!Br z]
ür ür

^1.a1.,ISz f1.^1.a1,LSz
=ZI+B-:-2 '. +2

‘.
.

^P°P•I·$ fP^P°P•!$z

_ (A.s)

Thus, setting ac;/ap = 0, we obtain

Zfj=1' J=1• •••• P•






